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CANYON COUNTY CLE .. K 
T. CRAWFORO, OEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ASBURY PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited 





HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC., 
an Idaho non-profit corporation; DEBRA 
HOBBS a/k/a DEBBIE HOBBS, an 
individual d/b/a ACTION ASSOCIATION 
MANAGEMENT COMPANY. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 08-9740*C 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHANDRA 
THORNQUEST 
CHANDRA THORNQUEST, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the 
following: 






1. I am an individual over the age of eighteen (18) and I make this affidavit of my 
own personal knowledge. 
2. I am a customer service representative for Stewart Title of Boise, located at 9196 
W. Emerald Street, Suite 100, in Boise, Idaho. 
3. At the request of David M. Penny of the law fInn Cosho Humphrey, LLP, I 
collected a sampling of warranty deeds used at the time that Rocky Ridge Homes or Prestige 
Homes sold property in Greenbriar Estate Subdivision to customers. 
4. Attached to my affidavit as Exhibit "A" are a sampling of the warranty deeds 
conveying lots from either Rocky Ridge Homes or Prestige Homes to their customers, and the 
sampling consists of two (2) warranty deeds prepared by Stewart Title of Boise, a warranty deed 
prepared by Title One, four (4) warranty deeds prepared by LandAmerica Transnatio~ and two 
(2) warranty deeds prepared by Pioneer Title Co. 
5. The documents attached to my affidavit are true and correct copies of the deeds 
recorded in the records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
FURTIIER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUG 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this -+--+-_ 
0001.53 
( 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the lot day of June, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
within and foregoing instrument was served upon: 
Michelle Renae Points 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP 
P. O. Box 1617 
Boise,ID 83701-1617 
Served by: U.S. Mail 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHANDRA THORNQUEST P -3-
DMP/tls 20678-00l/462032 
000:154 
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Pi:utilC Homes. law., a Co!p01'lltion duly organized and existing under and by virtue of1he laws 
oftha Slate of Idaho. with its principal office at P.O. Box 104, Boise, JD 83701 
Grantor hereby CONVEYS or GRANTS and WARRANTS unto 
Donald L, Bwers and Janet L. Ewers, Husband and Wife 
the Grantee, whose current address Is 423 West Briar Hill Street. Nampa, ID 8~686 
the following described premises. to wit; 
Lot 56. in Block 1 of Otccnbriar BItates Subdivision. According to the official Plat thereof, filed 
-in Book 36 of Pi Ills at Page 36, recorda of Canyon County, Idaho. 
Parcel Number: R292561S30 
SUBJECT TO: Current Oenc:al Taxes, a lien in the process of assessments, not yet due 
or payable. Easements. restrictions, reservations, provisiOIUl of record, and assessments, ifany. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said 
Grantee. their heiIs and assigns furever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to md with 
the said Grantee, that it is 1he owner in fee simple of said premises, that said premises are free 
from all encumbl:allCe$ and that he will wammt and defend the same 1rom all lawful claims 
whatsoever. 
The officers who sign this deed hereby certifY f,bat this deed and the transferrepresented thereby 
was duly authorized IDlder a resolution duly adopted by the board of directors oftha Grantor at a 
lawful meeting duly held and attended by a quorum. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the grantor bas 
by its authorized officers, this 8th day of A 
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( 
STATE or Idaho 
) 55. 
COUNTY OF Ada ) 
On this 10th day of August, 2006, before me, the undcrsisned. a Notary Public, in and for said 
State, persolllll1y appeared Patrick O. McMonigle, known to me, and/or identified to me on the 
basis of satisfactory evidence. to be the President, of the co.rporation that executed the lnstrwnent 
and that the. foregoing instrument was signed on behalf of said COIpotation by authority of a 
resolution of it's board of directors and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the 
~~z= 
Notary Public: Trina Nishitani 
Residing at: Caldwell, Idaho 
My ColllDlilsion Expires: June 28, 2009 
s-TIth of Solie, Inc. JIll. N ..... IN.: G04S203 
WMIIIty I)q4 (Cotpomion) 
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PmtIp Bo.., IDe.. • Ccnpondion duly orpnized IUd mdstiDg undot aod by vIrtuo ottbo laws 
orlho Sram ofIdaho, with its prilIcipal ofJb at PO BOX 104. Boise, lD 83704 
0raIII0t hmby CONVEYS or GRANTS _ WARRANTS unto 
Wllllaa h..stooz: ud Sue , .. toor, Bullbud ud If.Ua .. to & 
Uru!iv:l.ded 35' Inta~t ud J.t~ VaD CkoIlin9U aDd ol'IuUth Vall 
~gen, ltaaband ud .~ ... to • bdi.ric1ecl 65' xat:aJ:eat:, 
the Gnmtoe. whose cummt address ill l!lt62 KiDp Row Dr CaldweU.lD 83607 
the following described premises, to wit; 
IAt 59. In Block 1 of Greeabriar FMaftl Sllbd.lvlskm, AecordtDC to die oflicial Plat tbereo~ 
flied Ira Book 36 of PIaU at Pace~ recor4a of Cuyoll County, Idaho. 
Parcel Number: R292S61S6 0 
SUBJECT 1'0; CumDt GeneW Taxes. II \i(IIl in the process of aasellSmCDll, !lOt yet due 
(It payabJo. Easemen1s. IeStric1io-. ~ provi8ions ofrecord, and asse.ssm_ if any. 
TO BA VE AND TO HOLD the said pzemises, with their ~ unto the said 
Grantee, their helm and assips mnMlt. And tbo said CkaDtor does heIcby covenant to and with 
the sald Grantee, that it is the owner In teo simple of said premisoa, that said promiscI are :f:n:o 
&om all cncumbmnccs and tbat he will WIIIlUlt and defend the same &om aI11awful c:laima 
wbIItaocYer. 
The officers who sign this deed hereby ccdIfy that this deed IDd tho traasfcr ~ thereby 
was dilly autborizcd UDder • teIOlutioa duly adapted by the boan:l of directots ofthc Gramor at a 
lawful meetiDg duly beld and attaxIcd by • qQIlWIIl. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, tho graato¢ll/lQ1Q8Cll its COJporate name to be hereunto sub$cribed 
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On thls 18th day of September, 2006, before me. the undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for 
said State, personaUy appeared Patrick O. McMonigle. known to me, and/or identified to me on 
the basis of satisfactory evidence, to be the President, of the corporation that executed the 
instrument and that the foregoing instrument was signed on behalf of said corporation by 
authority of a resolution of it's board of directors and acknowledged to me that such corporation 
executed the sarno. 
WITNESS MY ~Nf. ~FP~CIAL SEAL. 
~~~. 
Notary Public: Trina Nishitanl 
Residing at: CaJdweU, ID 




STATE OF IDAHO ... 
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Z 
WWW.ti1leonecorp.com m 
Order No.: Ct71'376 t>VJ t eo ~ 
DEED ~CORPORATION WARRANTY 
For Value ReceIved 
Prestlp HoIDes Ine 
A CoJpora1Ion duly 0I'JIIIIImd IIIId c,uating under the Jaw. oCthe State of [daho hereby GI1IJIt, Bacgaln, SeD 
and Convey unto 
Philip Jay Brown .nd Wesley ADa Brown. husband .nd wife, 
Who .. current addms Is: S07 W. Greenwood Stroet, Nampa,lD 83686 
The following deBQ'ibed real estIIte, to wit: 
::::::I;:~;=w.ar Estates Sut;:circcot; the official plat tb_t; filed. itt Beelt 3& 
1>, lr&Or&o£ wit" SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT itA" 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appumm_ unto Ihe said Grantee, Its hel" and 
usip forever. And the said Grantor doe$ hereby ~ to and with the said Grantee, that Grantor is 
the owner in fee simple of said pnmIises; that they are free from aU encumbrances EXCEPT those to which 
ilia eMveyIIIlCe is expreIIly made subject and those made, soffered or done b:y the 0tI0tlIe; and subje(:t to 
all exIstln& patent mervations, easemellts, rigbt(s) ofwe:y, protcctlve covenants, zoning ordinances, and 
appIl;II;le building codes, law. and rogulatioDs, gcnml tIXe$ and assessments, Including irrigatiOll and 
utilit:y assessments (if 811)') for the eurrent :year, wbidl1ll'O not due and payable, and that Grantot wID 
WIIIIlIIIt aad det'ald the sao tiom all !awtill claims whatsoever. Wbeoever the context so ~uires, the 
singular number Includes the pluml. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Onmtot, pursuant to a resolution ofits Board ofDizect0r5 IllS caused its 





On this 9· day of August in the :year 2001 , before me, the undersigned. a notary public In 
and for said state, pcrscnall:y appreared, Patrick O. McMonigle known to me to \l~ the President ~f tile 
COrporatiOll that executed this insInunellt and the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
cocporatIon, and acknowledged to me soch corporaIIon executed Ihe samll. In witness wbereo~ 1 have 
h band and affixed m~ al seal the day and year i? this catifieale III'$t al»vo written.l 
~ ( _~"f" •• ~b. 
r~(>~ 1l.:.2~;" 
I'~ ~?<\ 
I { :.~Ttt~r\ \ 
t~\ J>;:;~C i J 
~"... . .. ", ... "" ~ ... '1", ••• _ ... ~o., 
~;.li OF \Q" ....... 

















lot 31n Block 1 of Greenbriar Estates Subdivision. according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book 36 of Plats 
at Page(s) 36, and as Amended by an Affidavit recorded July 31. 2007 as Instrument No. 2007052893, official 
records of Canyon County. Idaho. 
RECORDER SCAN 
000160 
6; .. .... , landAm~riCa 
.-,'. 'Transnatlon, , 
~: 
' Escrow No. ' 0600047734 
~ '. . . . 
/lMl) " " 
(.lTV'" ' . 
CORPORATE WARR 
, FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
",.r,ared Bnte?x:iaes, Inc dba Rokcy Rid~e Homes 
'c 

























a coxporation organized and existing un4er the laws of the State of Idaho, with ita principal, office at 
, 533 B. Riv8nide' Dr, Ste lOO EagloeCWAt)cof83616 " ' ' otldaho, 
"', ORANTOR(s). does(do) hereby GRANT. BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY unto: 'Sue' l:>~aln,u;]" 
, :,', Unmarri~d person ' ' .. ' : 
G~S{s),whosecurrentaddrcssis: 3809 S. 'sdgeview Drive' , Nampa, 
" the foll()wing dc8cri~ real property in Canyon ' County; ,State oqdabo, ' , 
" ',more particularly described as follows, to wit: , 
, , LotTln Block fofGREENBRIAR ESTATES'SUBDIVISION, Canyon County,ldaho, accorcflng 
, , the' official plat thereof, flied In Book 38 of Plats at Page 36, recorda of said 
, ': ,(fQunty: .' ' 
, . . : . 
: ... 
: ... 
TO.t:fl)vE I)NO TO HOW the said premises, with thel~ appurtenances unto th8 said Grantee(s), ' 
helrS,and a~lgns forever. And the said ~rantor(s) doe8(do) hereby co~enant to and with the s~ a;ranuu~(g\ 
:'Grantor(s) Islare the owner(s) In fee simple of said premises; that sajd premises are'free from"all et\I'!uml,rarinAll 
, EXCEPT those:to which this conveyance Is expressly made 8Ul)ject and those made, suffered or 
,Grantee(s); and subject to reservations, restrictions, dedlcaUons. 'easements, rightS of way a~ 1lInt._rrIAntlt,(If 
, 'any) of reoord, anq general taxes and assessments, (Including Irrigation and utility ass,e8sm~nts. 
"current year, which are not yet due and payable. and that Grantor(s) will warrant and ' defend me I18an18 
" ", lawful claim~ whatsoever. , 
,'" ' Theofficets who ,lgO this d~ed her9by Certify that this deed and'the tra~fer represented melreDl(/WI~ 
, , " ,authorized under a resolutIon duly adopted by the board of directors of the Grantor at a lawful 
and attendea by a quorum, ' , 
: : ," , ' i~ witneSs whe~ the Grantor has caused Its corporate name to be her~nto afflXe~ by Its dul''''AllthnIfi7fKi 
.': ~rs: thlS ,....:.J..:. day of Augu.e , In the year of 2Q06 . " " , 
...... ." .... ri ••• ~
":'~ ~ , ~  . . .. . 
, , it's, I'res:i.cIeI1t ' 
,:":, "':,' Nota~ ~nowt.dgment- '~. p~ 2 . " 
',"<: ,,:.'::. " :', ' 
















WAR~ttrY OEEO - NOTARY ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
State 9f Idaho; County of Ada, SS. , 
On thi~ .:, t d~Y cit Au~t In t~e year of 2006; ~~ore me,' the und~rSlg~ed, a N~tary, 
Public In and for.said Sblte, p~onally apPeared Jared Sherbume known or Identified 
· to ine to'be the'Pmldent of the corporation that executed the Instrument or the 
· perso,l(s).who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation; and aoknowledged . 
to ~~ that such corpo~atio~ executed the sa~e. 
· Christine A. Whittington 
Resl~lng at: BoIse, Idaho" 
My commission exp!res: 0811512008 
".'''''''';, ",,, O'u ,~ • 
. ,.'11 * n'VQ'" 
~""O~ ••••• ' ••• 1 .• '/'':, .: ~ .• ' .,.vr . " . .toe,.' .)/_: .... - . ::.,. • I ... .. ...... . .......-:." 
........ ~ , V' .. '" : ,-'..J. ? 0 ~:' ...... ,~ . " .•.. 
I to< ~ J,. "..- t I- '. :' 
. \~ \ "0 I r..:..~ 
~~.. AI .••• * ~-; .... " .~ .......... ';..:c. r') ....... , 
"~" 3'NllS\ " ...... . I,. \'. 
~',. ... II .. " 
000:162 








Order No.: 1058286-cwl 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
Rocky Ridge GB, LLC 
... -~---
\-
=< "0 m 
WARRANTYD 
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GAANTOR(s), does(do) hereby GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY unto: The Rose M. 
~~f Longley Uvlng Trust 
GRANTEES(s), Whose current address is: 3726 S Edgeview Dr., Nampa, ID 83686 
the following described real property in Canyon County, State of Idaho, more particularly 
described as follows, to wit: 
Lot 81 In Block 1 of Greenbriar Estates Subdivision, ac:c:ordlng to the offic:lal plat 
thereof, flied In Book 36 of Plats at Page(s) 36, And Amended by Afndavit 
recorded July 31,2007 as Instrument No. 2007052839, records of Canyon 
County, Idaho. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said heirs and 
assigns forever. And the said Grantor(s) does(do) hereby covenant to and with the said 
Grantee(s), that Grantor(s) is/are the owner(s) In fee simple of said premises; that said 
premises are free from all encumbrances EXCEPT those to which this conveyance is 
expressly made subject and those made, suffered or done by the Grantee(s); and subject to 
reservations, restrictions, dedications, easements, rights of way and agreements, (If any) of 
record, and general taxes and assessments, (Including irrigation and utility assessments, If 
any) for the current year, which are not yet due and payable, and that Grantor{s) will 
warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
Dated this \<t\ay of September, 2007 
Order No. 1058286-CWl 












• Order No. lOSB286-cw1 
State of Idaho 
County Of-Jtd~""",tt ______ _ 
On this 19...--. day of September, 2007, before me the undersigned, a Notary Public in and 
for said state, personally appeared Jared Sherburne known or Identified to me to be the 
person(s) whose name Is/are subscribed to the within Instrument as the Managing Member 
of Rocky Ridge GB, LLC and acknowledged to me that executed the s~m'1.,~.~uch Managing 
Member. ..,\\~ .,'ONE" ''''4~ 
~ .. '" \;> "I"" 
~ 
.. ~t,; ~',.w .,.".~_ .. ~ , /_ ':'. 
. Q \ ~ ! :yoG/" No ~".\"~.> 
N ta 
v·\) ll.lnUtiX f ~ f ..¢ " I'~~ '\ -~~ \ 
o ry arne. _ : ,.; c:. 0, '...:, ~::;', 
Residing at .. 6 II. : !s § 
My Commission expires: \ .. 0·... c •• ~v ~'l .. ~~/·· .. ·····.ljC~\ .... ""# {)AHO ~, .... 
Order NO. l05S286-cw1 
Deed-Warranty 
·"t,u .. ,,,,"" 
9/18/07 12:52 PM 
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WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
Rocky Ridge GB, LLC 
GRANTOR(s), does(do) hereby GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY unto: 
Carol S. Hedstrom, a single person 
GRANTEES(s), whose current address Is: 419 West Briar Hili St., Nampa, ID 83686 
the following described real property In Canyon County, State of Idaho, more particularly 
described as follows, to wit: 
Lot 55 in Block 1 of Greenbriar Estates Subdivision, according to the offICial plat 
thereof, flied In Book 36 of Plats at Page(s) 36, records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said heirs and 
assigns forever. And the said Grantor(s) does(do) hereby covenant to and with the said 
Grantee(s), that Grantor(s) Is/are the owner(s) in fee simple of said premises; that said 
premises are free from all encumbrances EXCEPT those to which this conveyance is 
expressly made subject and those made, suffered or done by the Grantee{s); and subject to 
reservations, restrictions, dedications, easements, rights of way and agreements, (If any) of 
record, and general taxes and assessments, (includlO9 irrigation and utility assessments, if 
any) for the current year, which are not yet due and payable, and that Grantor(s) will 
warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
~ 
Dated this ~ day of November, 2007 
Rocky Ridge GG, LLC 
Order No. 07000S6362-cwl 
Deed-Warranty 













Order No. 0700056362-cwl 
State of Idaho 
County of -I-£yj~~t? _______ _ 
On this ~day of November, 2007, before me the undersigned, a Notary Public In and 
for said state, personally appeared Mike Pearson known or Identified to me to be the 
person(s) whose name is/are subscribed to the within instrument as the Managing Member 
of Rocky Ridge GB, LLC and acknowledged to me that executed the same as such Managing 
Member. ,,;.tt~": .. , .. , 
,~":";". ''101 Iii' 1.;:-
.~~ ... ~ ;, .• :)'''~lt.el.-~~:C''.~. '0 
~ I ..... I" '. 
~ .... ~, \ r. '. ,: '~"'f:! 0". I •• )' ., 
Notary Public Name: t-==r-~"rit!.-----------';~:-i5~ f + .'.r 0· .. • ~ "., ... ,
Residing at ~.. ~ \."" _.. .~ 
My COmmission Expires: '~ (,) w. J> m) ,. ,! .': ,:' 
:.~ 1c ''''''eo .,.\(I~ti- 't:~ if 
Order No. 0700056362-cwl 
Oeed-Warranty 
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0001.66 
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Order No.: 1065704-cwl 
CORPORATE WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
Rocky Ridge G8, LLC 
GRANTOR(s), does(do) hereby GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY unto: Kerry Bamrlck 
and Marcie Bamrlck, husband and wife, as community property with the right of 
survivorship 
GRANTEES(s), whose current address Is: 3602 S Teakwood Dr., Nampa, JD 83686 
the following described real property In Canyon COunty, State of Idaho, 
more particularly described as follows, to wit: 
Lot 36 In Block 1 of Greenbriar Estates Subdivision, according to the offiCial plat 
thereof, filed In Book 36 of Plats at Page(s) 36, amended by affidavit recorded July 
31, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007052893, records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said 
Grantee(s), and Grantee(s) heirs and assigns forever. And the said Grantor(s) does(do) 
, hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee(s), that 
Grantor(s) Is/are the ownerCs) In fee simple of said premises; that said premises are free 
from all encumbrances, EXCEPT those to which this conveyance Is expressly made subject 
and those made, suffered or done by the Grantee(s); and subject to reservations, 
restrictions, dedications, easements, rights of way and agreements, (If any) of record, and 
general taxes and assessments, (Including Irrigation and utility assessments, If any) for the 
current year, which are not yet due and payable, and that Grantor(s) will warrant and 
defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
The officers who sign this deed hereby certify that this deed and the transfer represented 
thereby was duly authorized under a resolution duly adopted by the board of directors of the 
Grantor at a lawful meeting duly held and attended by a quorum. 
In witness whereof, the Grantor.lli:1w,piused Its corporate name to be hereunto affl~ed by its 
duly authorized officers this J 1 rv day of September, 2008 • 


























State of Idaho 
County of J\d "-
On this ~day of september, 2008, before me the undersigned, a Notary Public in and 
for said state, personally appeared Mike Pearson known or Identified to me to be the 
person(s) whose name Is/are subscribed to the within Instrument as the Member of Rocky 
Ridge GB, LLC and acknowledged to me that executed the same as such Member. 
~ 1 
Order No. 1065704-cw1 
Deed-COrporate 9/19/08 9:42 AM 
0001.68 
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CORPORATE WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RBCBIVBD, 
Prcstigo HolllCl, Inc., an Idaho Corporation 
a corporation duly orpnlzcd and exlalillg IUldcr the Iawa of the Stale of Idaho. granlol'. docs bereby Grant, Bargain, 
Sell and Convey unto 
Angelo M. Azzolina, husband and wife 
wholO adclmall: 372IS.GreeoBrierRd..Nampa.ID83686.grantee.thofollowlngdescribedrealestate.to-wit: 
Lot 86, Bloolt 1 Oreenbrilt Ella'" Subdivi8lon, aecording 10 the ofticlal plat thereof filed In Book 36 of plats, 
Pap 36. recorda orcNl~ COIlIIty, Idaho. 
SUBJECT TO oumml years taxos, lrrigation district asacssment, public utiHty easements, subdivision, 
reatrietions, U.S. patent morvationa, _IS of record and _ .. viJiblo upon the said premiJcs. 
TO HA VB AND TO HOLD Tho eald premlsea, with their &pp\IItcnaIIcea unto the said Grantee, bla heira and 
assip forevw. AIId the said Oraatot docs h«eby COVI!nant to and with the said Grantee, that it la the owner in a £eo 
limple of eald pretn./fcs; that they are m:c !rom all CIICIIIlIbraocc and thet it will warrant and defend the same from 
alllawllil cIalma wha~. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. rmlOr, Pllmlallt to a resolution of n. Board of Dlrecton has caliSed its 
corponle DamO to be hereunto aubae by its officera Ihls 22nd day of 1w1c, 2006. 
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FOll V ALUB 1lECB1VBD, 
l'readgo Homoa, Inc. 1ft Idaho Corporatloa 
a corporadoII duly otgaIIlzed and ulating lIIIder tho laws oflhc State ofIdaho, JI'IIItOI', doee beroby Grant, B/Illaln, 
Sen and Convey IIIIto 
**415 Joaeph Eo Smith IIIId Barbara 1. Smith.,huIband and wife 
whole addreaa II: ~~w. Briar HUI Street. Nampa, m 83686, ~ tho followhIJ d=:ribed real estate, to-wit: 
Lot 54, Block 1, Gteeabriar Eatetca Subdivlskm, ~ to the plat thereof filed ill Book 36 of plats, Pago 36, 
records of Canyon County, Idaho 
SUBJECT TO CIII'I'eIIt years taxetI, irriptioa ditcrict IS8etIm!.O.IIt, pub& utility euemelllI, subdivision, 
rettrictIoDI, U.s. patent -nons, ea&OI1leII1a ofreaon:llllld eaerJIOIN vlalblt upon the said premiaes. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD The said pmDiaes, wItb tholl ~ IIIItO tho said Gtanlee, hie hella and 
aaalpt furever. AIId tho said Gtanto.r doee hereby 00V0IIaIIt to aad with the IIIkI Gmilee, that It fa tho 0WIIIIf ilia ~ 
simple of eald prem/IeI; that they are cree fiom III ~ aad that it will WImIDt and dellmd the _ fiom 
all lawful claima wbatIoover. 
<lrantor, plll8Wlllt to a mo1utioA of ill Board of DircctoJII has cauaod Its 
-"w<cu by ita oftlcera thI, 16th day of AIIpIIt, 2006. 
~ 
STATE OF IcIaho, County of Ada, ... 
On oC August, in the year of 2006. before me Ke16 WlIIi1une, a lIOWy pubUc, penropaIly appeared 
O. McMoniJIe Icaowu or Idcntifled to me to be tho of tho 1lOlP~1III that executed the 
insIrumcIat or the ~who CXIlCllIed tho iDJlnmleIIt CIIIkI and acknowledged 
to me that IIUCb corporatlon exeeuIed the 1liiie. , 
WilliaDII 
Notary Public ofldabo 
Residing at Jordan Valley, OrcgOll 
CommluIon expiret: DeceInb« 24,2010 
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Michelle R. Points, ISB No. 6224 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
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Attorneys for DefendantslCounterclaimants 
_F_'_~~ !fx>9M. 
AUG 062009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T EARLS, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ASBURY PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited 








GREENBRIAR ESTATES HOMEOWNERS' ~ 
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho non-profit ) 
corporation; DEBRA HOBBS a/kJa DEBBIE ) 
HOBBS, an individual d/b/a ACTION ) 








MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
DefendantslCounterclaimants Greenbriar Estate's Homeowners' Association, Inc. and 
Debra Hobbs, by and through their counsel of record Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, 
respectfully submit this Response to PlaintiffslCounterdefendants' Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment. 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-l 
0001.71. 44354.0001.1590596.1 
Because this motion addresses the Counterclaim brought by Greenbriar Estate's 
Homeowners' Association, Inc., the response set forth will reference the "HOA" as the 
responding Defendant, and "the Subdivision" as the Greenbriar Estates Subdivision. Plaintiffs 
will collectively be referred to as Esposito, unless otherwise stated. 
I. 
RELEVANT AND DISPUTED FACTS 
Greenbriar does not dispute that Asbury Park, LLC purchased the property on which the 
Greenbriar Estates Subdivision is currently located, which deed from the Seller was recorded on 
May 9, 2005. 
Esposito presented the preliminary plat to the City of Nampa Planning and Zoning 
Commission ("the Commission") on a several occasions, prior to the final plat being approved 
by the City Council on February 22, 2005. Affidavit of Aaron Randell, ~ 3; see also Affidavit of 
John Esposito in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment ("Esposito Aff."), ~~ 5, 6. 
The approval Esposito obtained from the City of Nampa for the Subdivision did not 
include a private storage facility for which he could collect rents from lot owners. Affidavit of 
Aaron Randell, ~ 7. 
Members of the Commission would not have approved the plat for the Subdivision had 
they known that there was going to be the operation of private storage units, as a private business 
venture of the developer, forced upon the Subdivision lot owners by Esposito. Affidavit of 
Aaron Randell, , 7. 
As a result of learning of Esposito's actions with regard to the storage facilities, (running 
it as his own private business venture), and to prevent such a situation from happening again, the 
City Council adopted into law Ordinance No. 38-5, Section 10-27-1, which provides that all 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-2 
0001.72 44354.0001.1590596.1 
common areas amenities will be owned and maintained by a homeowner's association and not 
privately owned. Id., ~ 8; see also Affidavit of Paul Pelletier, Exh. A. 
The final plat for the subdivision was recorded on September 23,2005. Esposito Aff., ~ 
6. The final plat represents in pertinent part that Lot 39, Block I shall be designated as a 
common area and shall be owned by the HOA "as established in the subdivision covenants." Id. 
Esposito recorded the CC&Rs for the Subdivision on October 4, 2005 which contained 
the provision that the "Community Storage Facility" was privately owned by Esposito, 
notwithstanding the provision that stated that the owner of the Community Storage Facility "will 
not be a member" of the HOA. Esposito was a member of the HOA when he drafted the CC&Rs 
and still is a member of the HOA. 
Esposito had an obligation to draft the CC&Rs in compliance with the recorded plat 
regarding ownership of Lot 39, Block 1, and failed in that obligation. 
Esposito sold the residential lots in the Subdivision to the builders, by reference to the 
recorded final plat in the respective warranty. Id., Exhibit 4. The builders to which Esposito 
sold residential lots (see Affidavits of Jared Sherburne and Mike Pearson) claim to have been 
, 
advised by Mr. Esposito that he would privately own Lot 39, Block 1 and the storage units. 
However, Mr. Sherburne and Mr. Pearson assumed Esposito had obtained approval from the City 
of Nampa for such a privately owned facility, or were at least unsure of the ownership of Lot 39, 
Block 1 fact during the relevant time period. Affidavit of Debra Hobbs ("Hobbs Aff."), Exh. A, 
wherein Mr. Pearson states "just because John always told us that the storage sheds were going 
to be private does not mean that he set them up for private use legally, properly or ethically." In 
that same email Mr. Pearson recognizes that the storage facility was "changed from community 
to private in the CC&Rs, without [qity approval." In Exhibit B to the Hobbs Affidavit, both 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT - 3 
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Jared Sherburne and Mr. Pearson are copied on an email from Scott Zierler of Prestige Homes 
(another builder in the subdivision) wherein Mr. Zierler states that after he spoke with Roland 
Sesaulniers (the broker from John L. Scott Real Estate) he learned that Lot 39 is owned by the 
HOA. The broker for the lot sales in the subdivision was apparently of the opinion that Lot 39 
was owned by the HOA. 
The Articles of Incorporation for the Greenbriar Estates Homeowner's Association, Inc. 
("HOA") were filed October 5, 2005, and state in pertinent part that the HOA is to provide for 
maintenance for common areas within the Greenbriar Estates Subdivision according to the plat 
thereof, filed in the official records of Canyon County, Idaho (other than Lot 49, Block 1). See 
Affidavit of Michelle R. Points, Exh. B. Although under the heading of "Dissolution," the 
Articles state that "[n]o part of the monies, properties or assets of the Association, upon 
dissolution or otherwise, shall inure to the benefit of any private person or individual or member 
of the Association." Id. The Articles are signed by Esposito on October 4,2005. Id. 
When Esposito turned the subdivision over to the HOA in July of2007, he did not tum 
over ownership of Lot 39, Block 1 on the stated basis that he maintained ownership of that lot. 
Hobbs Aff. ~ 5. At the time, no member of the Board of the HOA questioned Esposito's 
representation that he should retain ownership over that lot and the Board of the HOA also 
assumed that Esposito had drafted the CC&Rs in compliance with the final plat tha~ had been 
approved by several City of Nampa Officials. Id. 
In November or December of2007, Kathy Kinney, an appraiser with the Canyon County 
Assessor's Office visited the Subdivision and spoke with a sales agent on site regarding the 
storage units. See Affidavit of Kathy Kinney ("Kinney Aff."), ~ 2. During that visit it was 
represented to Ms. Kinney that when a residential lot was purchased in the Subdivision, the 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-4 
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storage unit was included with the lot, and considered a common area, which to Ms. Kinney was 
consistent with the recorded plat. Id., ~~ 3-5; see also Wasbrough Aff., ~ 3 (told by sales agent 
every house comes with a storage unit). 
Esposito was not assessed any taxes for the storage units on Lot 39, Block 1 until a Mr. 
John Smart called in and told Ms. Kinney that the home owners paid rent on the units to the 
developer) It is unclear from the tax records if Esposito has ever paid taxes on Lot 39, Block 1, 
and that lot is still classified as a common area with the Canyon County Assessor. See Kinney 
Aff., Exh. C. 
Initially, the HOA paid Esposito rental fees for all the units, as they believed his 
purported ownership of the storage units was legitimate, based on the language contained in the 
CC&Rs. Hobbs Aff., ~ 8. 
In approximately October of2007, it was discovered that Esposito did not have a 
Certificate of Occupancy for the storage units from the City of Nampa. Id., ~ 8. The Board of the 
HOA decided to only pay Esposito for the storage unit rental fees for the units that were already 
occupied, as it decided by the Board that if the remaining storage units could not be occupied, 
rents should not be paid to Esposito for those units. Id. 
The discovery of no Certificate of Occupancy by the Board led to their further 
investigation into Mr. Esposito's representations. Id., ~ 10. The Board came upon the final plat 
to the Subdivision, which revealed that the original plat signed by Esposito and recorded in 
Canyon County showed that the storage units are to be owned and maintained by the HOA. Id. 
1 John Smart has never been president of the HOA. See Wasbrough Aff., 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 




At that point, the Board for the HOA decided to stop paying storage unit rental fees to Mr. 
Esposito all together. Id. 
Esposito subsequently decided to not build an Assisted Living Facility in the Subdivision, 
but to instead re-plat that lot and divide it up into 17 single family lots with 1 common lot. 
Hobbs Aff., ~ 11. The plat for Greenbriar Estates Subdivision No.2 ("Greenbriar No.2") was 
submitted for review/approval on December 13, 2006 and the final plat was recorded January 16, 
2008. Id.2 
Esposito currently has lots for sale in the subdivision and uses a model home for a sales 
office, in which he is often present. See Wasbrough Aff., ~ 8. The Subdivision continues to be 
marketed through John L. Scott, which includes a website. See Affidavit of Michelle R. Points, 
Exh. A. The storage units are still marketed as "community storage units", along with a 
"community park;" see also Wasbrough Affidavit, Exhs. A and B. 
2 The creation of Greenbriar No.2 significantly impacts the HOA's finances going forward, as 
the income from 17 dues paying lots will only be $15,300, (assuming the lots are sold and the 
owners pay) versus the $28,665.00, dues that whould have come from the Assisted Living 
Facility. Id., ~ 14. 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 





A. Greenbriar Has Asserted Alternative, Viable Legal Theories To Ownership Of Lot 
39, Block 1. 
Esposito asserts that the only argument advanced by Greenbriar regarding the HOA's 
owndership of Lot 39, Block 1 is the theory of common law dedication. Esposito is incorrect. 
Esposito had a duty to deed Lot 39, Block 1 to the HOA as the developer of the 
Sbudivision because Lot 39, Block 1 is a common area that should be owned by the HOA. 
Esposito's stated basis for not deeding that lot to the HOA is his claim that the CC&Rs establish 
that Lot 39, Block 1 is to be privately owned. Esposito's argument is without merit. 
In Count One of the Counterclaim, the HOA seeks quiet title to Lot 39, Block 1, based on 
Esposito's fraudulent misrepresentation regarding ownership ofthat lot in the CC&Rs, as well as 
on Esposito's obligation to deed all common areas to the HOA upon turning over the 
Subdivision. Count One is not brought under the theory common law dedication. 
Esposito repeatedly misrepresented to officials at the City of Nampa that Lot 39, Block 1 
was in fact a common area that "shall" be owned and maintained by the HOA, when, according 
to Mr. Esposito's recitation of the facts, he intended from the beginning to draw substantial 
income from the lot owners in the form of rental fees and "at no time" intended to deed Lot 39, 
Block 1 to the HOA as a common area. 
Esposito's "intentions" in this regard are questionable at best, and are contradicted by the 
record before the Court. 
As set forth above in the relevant and disputed facts, not only did Esposito misrepresent 
to officials from the City of Nampa through the project development platting process, the 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-7 
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ownership of Lot 39, Block 1, but he marketed (and continues to market) the Subdivision as 
including the storage units as an amenity, Esposito never informed the County Assessor that he 
owned the lot and apparently has not paid taxes on the lot. At the same time he records the 
CC&Rs, which Esposito apparently claims "validates" his ownership of Lot 39, Block 1, he filed 
Articles ofIncorporation for the HOA that provide that no monies of the HOA are to go to the 
benefit of any private party and confirms that the common areas in the recorded plat belong to 
the HOA. 
In sum, Esposito's claim of ownership cannot rely on the language contained in the 
CC&Rs which directly contradicts the final plat and the HOA Articles of Incorporation. 
Notwithstanding Esposito's fraudulent misrepresentations regarding ownership of Lot 39, 
Block 1, because Esposito designated that lot as a common area to be owned by the HOA in the 
final plat for the subdivision, he had a duty to transfer that property to the HOA. 
According to the (restatement third of property - servitudes), § 6.19, Esposito had a duty 
to deed Lot 39, Block 1 to the HOA: 
(1) The developer of a common-interest-community project 
has a duty to create an association to manage the common property 
and enforce the servitudes unless exempted by statute. 
(2) After the time reasonably necessary to protect its interest in 
completing and marketing the project, the developer has a duty to 
transfer the common property to the association, or the 
members, and to turn over control of the association to the 
members other than the developer. 
(3) After the developer has relinquished control of the 
association to the members, the association has the power to 
terminate without penalty; 
(a) any contract or agreement for the provision of 
management or maintenance services to the association; 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 




(b) any contract or lease between the association and 
the developer, or an affiliate ofthe developer; 
(c) any lease or recreational or parking facilities; or 
(d) any contract or lease that is not bona fide, or was 
unconscionable to the members other than the developer at the 
time it was entered into, under the circumstances then prevailing. 
Id., (emphasis added). 
Courts can adopt the law as set forth in a Restatement provision if said provision is not 
inconsistent with Idaho precedent, or if the issue cannot be resolved by current Idaho law. 
Dennett v. Kuenzli, 130 Idaho 21, 28,936 P.2d 219,226 (1997). Although there is no case law 
on point to this discrete in Idaho, this provision of the Restatement appears to be consistent with 
case law where other issues may be the gravamen, where the "turnover" language is contained in 
dicta. 
Esposito cannot avoid his obligation to tum over the common areas designated in the 
final plat for the Subdivision by claiming there was an error on the face of the plat. Such and 
explanation is simply not believable and contrary to the record before the Court. Esposito clearly 
intended City Officials to rely upon his representation that Lot 39, Block 1, was to be owned by 
the HOA, and the City Officials did so rely. Had they known of Esposito's misrepresentation 
they would not have approved the plat for the Subdivision. 
B. Greenbriar Can Establish The Elements Of Common Law Dedication. 
As an alternate theory of recovery in its Counterclaim, Greenbriar asserts that Esposito 
granted the HOA the right to use (along with the obligation to maintain) Lot 39, Block 1. 
Although Esposito was the owner of Lot 39, Block 1, during the development of the 
Subdivision, and states that he intended to remain the owner, that does not negate the fact that 
Espositio, through his actions, effectively dedicated Lot 39, Block 1 to the HOA. 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-9 
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"[W]hen an owner of land plats the land, files the plat for record, and sells the lot by 
reference to the recorded plat, a dedication of public areas indicated by the plat is accomplished." 
Saddlehorn Ranch Landowners, Inc., v. Dyer, 146 Idaho 747, 752, 203 P.3d 677, 682 (2009), 
quoting Monaco v. Bennion, 99 Idaho 529, 533, 585 P.2d 608, 612 (1978) (other citations 
omitted). 
Esposito clearly and unequivocally indicated, in his representation of the plat to the 
Commission and to the City Council, that Lot 39, Block 1 was to be owned by the HOA. That 
offer was accepted by the Commission and City Council, as evidenced by their respective 
approval of the plat. 
As set forth above, the plat likely would not have been approved had Esposito disclosed 
that Lot 39, Block 1 was to be privately owned and arguably never income stream from the 
homeowners in Greenbriar for Esposito. See Aaron Randell Aff. 
Moreover, Esposito sold the lot to builders with reference to the recorded plat. Esposito 
Aff., Exh. 4. The builders to whom Esposito sold the lots then sold those lots to third parties, 
also with reference to the plat. See Affidavit of Chandra Thomquest, Exh. A. 
Esposito cannot "take back" his dedication based on his claim that there was an error on 
the plat. To be sure, it is difficult to contemplate that if the surveyor, who claims to have been 
informed from the onset that Esposito intended to maintain private ownership of Lot 39, Block 1, 
would have ever listed Lot 39, Block 1 as a common area that "shall be owned" by the HOA in 
the first instance. It is even more difficult to believe that given the numerous preliminary plats 
that were submitted to the Commission, that this alleged "error" was not noticed or corrected by 
the surveyor or Esposito, as both the surveyor and Esposito reviewed and signed the final plat 
without identifying this dedication they subsequently alleged was erroneous. 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT - 10 
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It is even more difficult to accept Esposito's claim of error given the circumstances 
surrounding the development of the subdivision, including advertising and marketing (in which 
Esposito was involved), lack of tax assessments to Esposito (of which Esposito apparently did 
not bring to the Assessor's attention), and Esposito's filing of documents like the Articles of 
Incorporation for the HOA which appear to include Lot 39, Block 1 as a common area and state 
that the HOA will not pay any monies to a private entity. All actions taken by Esposito were 
consistent with the HOA owning Lot 39, Block 1 as a common area and amenity to the 
Subdivision. 
Designating Lot 39, Block 1 as a common area lot was not an error by Esposito; he 
intended City officials to rely upon the plat, and approve the plat, with the hope that the inclusion 
of the "private ownership" of the storage units contained in the CC&Rs and his collection of 
rents would go unchallenged. Esposito's plan did not succeed. 
C. Esposito's Argument That Asbury Park Did Not Offer To Sell Lots Directly To 
Homeowners Is Of No Consequence. 
Esposito asserts that because he did not offer to sell any lot to the homeowners he could 
not offer to "dedicate" Lot 39, Block 1. Esposito's argument misses the point. The dedication 
occurred upon the submission of the plat, its subsequent recording, the conveyance of lots 
created by the plat, and circumstances surrounding the development of the subdivision. The 
dedication is not dependent on who sold a lot. 
Esposito was the developer of the Subdivision, put marketing materials together for the 
Subdivision and currently owns and markets his own lots within the subdivision. In fact, one of 
Esposito's claims is that the HOA interfered with a sale of one of his lots in Greenbriar No.2. 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT - 11 
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Certainly the homeowners in Greenbriar had a right to rely on Esposito's representation 
in the plat that the HOA would own and maintain Lot 39, Block 1. That Esposito subsequently 
sold the lots depicted on the plat to third parties is of no consequence. As previously set forth, 
where the owner plats the land, files the plat of record, and sells lots by reference to the recorded 
plat, a dedication of public areas indicated on plat is accomplished. See Dyer, supra. 
There is no issue of fact that Esposito deeded the lots to builders in the subdivision on 
with reference to the recorded plat, and those builders deeded lots to homeowners with reference 
to the recorded plat. 
Esposito would have the Court believe that the HOA can only assert a claim of ownership 
to Lot 39, Block 1, or an alternative claim of dedication, if Esposito was the party who actually 
sold lots to the homeowners. This argument is without merit and is not supported by any legal 
authority cited by Esposito. 
Moreover, Esposito cannot circumvent the consequence of his fraudulent 
misrepresentations on the basis that he told the builders he sold lots to that he was maintaining 
ownership of the storage units. There are questions of fact with regard to what those builders 
actually knew or understood about Esposito's action and in fact whether Esposito was the 
rightful owner of Lot 39, Block 1. 
The Counterclaim, as asserted by the HOA has to do with ownership of Lot 39, Block 1 -
not who bought or sold the residential lots within the Subdivision. 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT - 12 
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D. That The CC&Rs Were Recorded Before Lots Were Conveyed Is Of No 
Consequence. 
Esposito takes the position that because the CC&Rs were recorded before any lots were 
conveyed, and the purchasers of the lots were bound by the CC&Rs, that the HOA has no claim 
against Esposito; that the CC&Rs trump everything. Esposito is incorrect. 
The final plat was recorded before the CC&Rs. The Articles of Incorporation were filed 
one day after the CC&Rs, and contradict the CC&Rs with regard to the designation of common 
areas and payment ofHOA monies cannot benefit a private person or member of the HOA. 
The CC&Rs are not a document of conveyance or instrument validating ownership. In 
any event, the HOA maintains that the CC&Rs contain a mistake and/or fraudulent 
misrepresentation that Esposito privately owns Lot 39, Block 1 and are invalid in that regard. 
Esposito cannot be heard to argue that he had no obligation to convey ownership of 
Lot 39, Block 1 when he turned the Subdivision over to the HOA, or that he made no dedication 
of that lot, because he drafted the CC&Rs in a way so that he didn't have to. 
The obligation arose for Esposito to turn over Lot 39, Block 1 to the HOA prior to 
Esposito recording the CC&Rs. Alternatively, Esposito dedicated Lot 39, Block 1 to the HOA 
prior to Esposito recording the CC&Rs. 
That the CC&Rs were recorded before the conveyance of any lot does not effectuate or 
constitute a valid conveyance or transfer of ownership rights in real property. A developer 
cannot, as a matter of law, utilize CC&Rs to contradict the conditions imposed by the governing 
body as a requirement to approving the final plat and authorizing its recording. Idaho law makes 
no allowance for CC&Rs to contradict or modify a recorded plat. 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT - 13 
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That the lot owners were subject to the CC&Rs does not defeat the material fact that 
Esposito knew all along that he was going to (or intended to) maintain ownership of Lot 39, 
Block 1, and operate it as a lucrative private business venture, while at all times willfully 
misleading City Officials into believing it was a common area, to be owned and maintained by 
the HOA. The CC&Rs are invalid and unenforceable to the extent they speak to any ownership 
of Lot 39, Block 1, other than that of the HOA or contradict the final recorded plat. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
The arguments supporting Esposito's claim of ownership for Lot 39, Block 1 are flooded 
with issues of material fact. Esposito's representations and misrepresentations alone, through 
development and marketing of the Subdivision warrant denial of his motion for partial summary 




{j /' day of August, 2009. 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
IA~ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of August, 2009, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
David M. Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise,ID 83712 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
~and Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
__ Telecopy 
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PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
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Michelle R. Points, ISB No. 6224 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNlS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
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Case No. CV 08-9740 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEBRA. HOBBS 
DEBRA HOBBS. being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
I. I am a named Defendant in this litigation personally, and through my 
business, Action Assocjation Management Company. I have personal knowledge of the facts set 
forth herein and can testify as to the truth of the matters contained herein if called upon as a 
witness at the trial of this action. 
AFFIDA V1T OF DEBRA HOBBS - 1 
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2. I began providing management services for the Greenbriar Estates 
Subdivision ("Greenbriar") in the Fall of 2005. When I began working for Greenbriar I assisted 
Mr. Esposito, his attorney, and some of the builders that had purchased lots in Greenbriar with 
editing the CC&Rs for Greenbriar, focusing on management and enforcement issues. I bad not 
reviewed the final plat for Greenbriar before my review of the CC&Rs and did not review that 
plat until some time later. My understanding is that developers obtain approval from City or 
County officials for their project (including a final p'lat) prior to drafting and recording the 
CC&Rs for the same. It is expected that the CC&Rs will conform with the final plat the City or 
County officials have approved. 
3. At the time I was rured and began working with Mr. Esposito, I had no 
reason to believe that the CC&Rs were inconsistent with the plat for Greenbriar. Around trus 
same time period, Mr. Esposito was working on marketing strategies for the Greenbriar Estates 
Subdivision to sell lots to prospective buyers, including the construction of additional amenities. 
4. Based on my education and experience in subdivision management, 
developers customarily retain fee ownership of common areas until such time as a subdivision is 
turned over to a homeovroers' association, at which time the common areas are deeded to the 
homeowners' association (of which the lot owners share equal ownership). 
5. When Mr. Esposito turned the subdivision over to the Greenbriar 
Homeowners' Association (the HHOA") in July of 2007, he turned over ownership of the 
common areas, with the exception of Lot 39, Block 1, on the stated basis that he maintained 
ownership of that Jot. At the time, neither I nor any of1he members of the Board of the HOA 
questioned Mr. Esposito's representation tbat he should retain ownership over that lot and we 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEBRA HOBBS - 2 
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assumed that Mr. Esposito had drafted the CC&Rs in compliance with the plat that had been 
approved by several City of Nampa officials. 
6. According to the CC&Rs, as drafted by Mr. Esposito. he would collect a 
mandatory rent for each of the storage units, whether or not that unit was occupied. The rate Mr. 
Esposito originally set for the rent was $35 per month, per lot, or $420 of the $900 each owner 
was assessed in dues each year. This amount would be collected from each lot owner as a part of 
their homeowners' association dues and then I would cut a check from the HOA account payable 
to Asbury Park, LLC in the amount of$3,290 per month (once all storage units were built), and 
send the check to Mr. Esposito. 
7. Asbury Park, through the CC&Rs is allowed to increase the "rental rate" 
by 5% per year, even if the storage units are not used by the homeowners. 
8. Initially the HOA paid Mr. Esposito rental fees for all the units, as they 
beJieved his o~llershjp of the storage units was legitimate, based on the language contained in 
theCC&Rs. 
9. In approximately October of2007, it was discovered that Mr. Esposito did 
not have a Certificate of Occupancy for the storage units from the City of Nampa. The Board of 
the HOA decided to have me cut a check to Mr. Esposito for the storage unit rental fees only for 
the units that were occupied, as it decided by the Board that if the remaining storage units could 
not be occupied, rents should not be paid to Mr. Esposito for those units. 
10. The discovery of no Certificate of Occupancy by the Board led to their 
further investigation into Mr. Esposito's representations. At a later date, the Board came upon 
the final plat to the Greenbriar Estates Subdivision, which revealed that the original plat signed 
by Mr. Esposito and recorded in Canyon County shows that the storage units are to be oVvned 
AFFIDA VlT OF DEBRA HOBBS - 3 
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and maintained by the BOA and not privately owned by Asbury Park, LLC. At that point, the 
Board for the HOA decided to stop paying storage unit rental fees to Mr. Esposito altogether. 
I ]. Even though the BOA continued to collect the fun assessments/dues, a 
subsequent budget showed that if the Association continued to pay Mr. Esposito storage unit 
rental fees, in the absence of the promised Assisted Living Facility contribution (referenced in 
the CC&R's), they would not be able to adequately maintain the subdivision (including the 
private streets/sidewalks -a considerable reserve expense). Landscaping of all common areas 
and individual lots in the subdivision are maintained by the HOA. The landscape maintenance 
bill for the HOA is the largest expense item in the HOA's operating budget. 
12. Originally it appeared that Mr. Esposito's storage unit rental fees could be 
offset largely by the contribution of the Assisted Living Facility which was supposed to be built 
(but will not be built) and which would, according to the CC&R's, contribute 35% of the dues to 
the HOA($28,66S/year). It was originally estimated that the storage unit rental fees to Mr. 
Esposito would be $32,760(until a11 the storage units were built). Once the storage units were 
built, Mr. Esposito was paid $39,480 per year ($3,290 per month). 
13. Mr. Esposito subsequently decided to not build an Assisted Living 
Facility, but to instead re-plat that lot and divide it up into 17 single-family lots with one 
common lot The plat for Greenbriar Estates Subdivision No.2 was recorded January 16, 2008. 
14. The creation of Greenbriar Estates Subdivision 1\0. 2 significantly impacts 
the HOA's finances going forward, as the income from 17 dues paying lots will only be $15,300, 
versus the $28,665.00, dues that should have come from the Assisted Living faciHty. 
15. Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of an email 1 received 
from Mike Pearson on March 6. 2008. 
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16. Attached as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of an email I received 
from Mike Pearson on September 18,2007, to which Scott Zierler, Jared Scherbume, and Roland 
Desaulniers were also copied. 
Further, your affiant sayeth naught. 
Debra Hobbs 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
COl ..... Y t) V) ) S5. 
County of Ada- ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this t.i!::fL day of August, 2009. 
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Notary Public f; Idaho . 
Residing at {l.fl(~/m ~o Wl[j NtLtrl.ft1J rb 
My commission e. pire~Dl.W ~ 17, c2.0 13 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~UgUst~ 2009, I caused to be served a true 
copy ofthe foregoing AFFIDA VIT OF DEBRA HOBBS by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
David M. Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 Park Blvd .• Suite 790 
Boise,ID 83712 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
}\.FFJDA VIT OF DEBRA HOBBS - 6 
0001.91. 
-----7:lJ.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ vH 'and Delivered 











Debbie Hobbs [actionamanagement@msn.com] 
Thursday, March 06, 20019:35 PM 
'Mike' 
Subject: RE: Greenbriar ~ 
Mike, this is an unusual situation to say the least. Anyway ..... . 
rage 1 ot j 
1. A revised concept plan provided by Mr. Esposito to, and approved by the City clearly has written on 
it "Community Storage ... ". The CC&R's were written after the plan was approved and clearly conflict 
with what was seen by/approved at the City based on that plan, their recollection and what the minutes, 
recorded after the plat was recorded say. 
2. No City approval was sought for a change and the City never saw a copy of the Cc&R's nor are they 
required to, nor would they normally ask to see them the way they currently do business ... 
3. The City code (l0-3-2) does not allow stand alone "storage rental" facilities (run as a business like he 
is doing) in their Residential Professional zone. The storage facility in Greenbriar was understood to be 
a community/common subdivision amenity to serve Greenbriar residents just as a common park area 
where each owner owns a portion of the amenity .- and a revised concept plan from Esposito that I have 
on file represents that fact* . 
Conversation with excellent legal eoUftSel in Boise Ievea:led their opinion that: By putting a note on the 
plat calling the storage facility out as a common/community lot, then improperly filing an Affidavit of 
Correction to change a plat note to re-identify the lot on which the facility is located as non-
common/private thereafter (an illegal act), that by presenting to the City *a revised concept plan 
showing the facility as a "Community Storage Facility" which I have a copy of, and, that then changing 
its nature to suit his business plan without informing the City or seeking their approval, then Mr. 
Esposito operated in, also, an unethical and possibly a fraudulent manner ... 
4. We have access to a copy of the revised concept plan and the original approved/recorded plat that the 
Affidavit corrected and we have a copy of the Affidavit of Correction. 
You might call my husband regarding the variance issue - I think a conversation with him might be 
beneficial to you. His number is 468-5457. 
I believe the homeowners would want an amendment to the CC&R's asap. Do you have Pat 
McGonigle's (spelling?) phone number and perhaps Ted Mason Homes number also? I am happy to 
contact them immediately on behalf of the homeowners. If you are able to talk to either one of them 
about this also ... give your opinion, that would be great. 
Regards, 
Debbie 
From: Mike [mailto:mike@pearsonpa.cf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 20083:26 PM 
To: 'Debbie Hobbs' 










Debbie, I'm waiting for a response from Nampa City. They have indicated that I'll have it today on the 
raised assessment prices. 
Regarding an amendment on the storage units, I would be willing to sign that under the foliowing 
conditions: 
J 
The subdivision was originally approved by the city with the storage facility as a 
~ommunity feature. 
2 The storage facility was changed from community to private in the CC&Rs, 
without city approval. 
3 Changes of community features, such as the storage units, from community to 
private is either banned by city ordinances and/or illegal. 
4 The above infonnation is documented information. 
To be fair and ~lear, from the first time I ever talked with John Espisito, it was always conveyed to me 
as a private storage facility that he would collect income on. I remember thinking that because I thought 
for passive income, that would be a good source. With that said, John has told us many other things all 
along (like overly optimistic setback requirements that we ended up paying John to get a waiver on). 
So just because John always told us that the storage sheds were going to be private does not mean that 
he set them up for private use legally, properly or ethically. 
What timeframe do you have in mind and have Prestige and Ted Mason Homes been notified of this 
issue? 
Thanks and I'll keep you posted on the city fees issue . 
Regards, 
Mike Pearson 
From: Debbie Hobbs [maiIto:actionamanagement@msn.com] 




Hi Mike, just wondering how things were going with you and Mr. Esposito. 
Regarding Greenbriar, I'm sure the homeowners can lower their dues if they don't have to pay Mr. 
Esposito $3,290.00 per month for storage unit rental fees (mostly on storage units that are empty). 
There would also be more money for street maintenance, etc. The Association does not feel he is 
justified as the plat was approved as a "common lot" by the City of Nampa and the CC&R's should have 
been drafted in accordance with the provisions of the plat and not as a "private lot" where he collects 
rents whether a storage unit is being used or not. 
-
We are hoping that yoUr company will be willing to sign an amendment to the CC&R's to state that the 
Storage Facility is ei~r 1) not part of the Association or that 2) it is a "common lot" (as indicated on 
the plat approved by the Nampa City Council) in which case each homeowner will own a portion of the 
facility as it will be just like any other common area (such as park, etc.) and the Association will be 
responsible for the maibtenance which will be minimal. Either way, hard earned dues money collected 







Please let me know your thoughts? 
Thanks very much, 
DebteHobbs 
Action Association Management 
~(208) 442-9122 
1012912008 
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From: Mike Pearson [mallto:Mlke@rockyrfdgehomes.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 10:03 AM 
To: Scott Zierieri Jared 
Cc: Roland Desaulnlersi Debbie Hobbs 
EXHIBIT 
B 
Subject: RE: Rrst supplement to the GB CC&R's 
Scott. are you signing the new CC&Rs. As noted In the email, we are not s/gnlng until John works out his issues 
with the homeowners. Last I heard they were unhappy with his new intended use for the RV parking area I don't 
know the details but I understood he was looking to change some easements for accessing the assisted living. 
We want to see John and the homeowners resolve their major differences before we commit to signing. 
Regarding your specific points, there are ambiguities and some inconsistencies in this amendment. 
Lot 39, to my understanding, is John's storage area If John deeded this to the HOA, then he could have p battle 
on his hands since he has been charging and getting paid rent for this I don't think this is owned by the IiOA but 
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back taxes due since John would not have paid them 
I believe arUcle II Section 3 covers the application of all existing conditions and terms applying to lot 52 that 
applied to previous lots. However, the wording in Article III Sect/on 1 could be interpreted to contradict this. 
Specifically when referring to Residential Units •. regarding the apportionment of Assessments no longer being in 
effect I believe this Is Intended for the Assisted LMng complex but ifs vague in the new wording. 
I assume Lot 100, Block one contains the new roads so the HOA fees must be adjusted to assure sufficient cash 
reserves for maintenance and repair of these roads This is referenced In Article III Section 2 
Let us know what your plans are For now, we are not putting priority on this since we have plenty else going on 
and we want to see John and the homeowners work through this 




From: Scott ZIeI1er [malltD:ScottZlerler@prestlgehornesofldaho.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 9:17 AM 
To: Jared 
Cc: 'Roland Desaulnfers'; Mike Pearson; 'Debbie Hobbs' 
SUbject: First supplement to the GB CC&R's 
HI Everyone, 
A few comments on the recently revised First Supplement to the CCfiR's. 
In Article I: Recitals. The declarant Wishes to clarify that Lot 39 is not common area. However, it Is not 
declared what it actually is .. .After speaking with Roland It is owned by the HOA. How should this be addressed? 
Article IV: Spedftc Uses and Regulations 
Is there a way to make sure that these lots will abide by the Architectural Controls in place? The last thing we 
need is a builder with vinyl sided boxes with one front window and door @ 
Thanksl 
Scott L Ziedm, Designm 
Prestige Homes, IDe. 
723 N Mitchell St. Suite 201 
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Michl'lIe R. Points, ISH No. 6224 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HA WLBY LLP 
877 Main Street. Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
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GREl~N13RIAR ESTATES HOMEOWNERS' ~ 
ASSOCIATION. INC .• an Idaho non-profit ) 
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Case No. CV 08-9740 
AFFIDA VII OF SULA WASBROUGH 
SlH ,A W ASBROlJGH, being first duly swom upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
I. I currently serve as Secretary On the Greenbriar Estates Subdivision 
!Iom<.'owl1cr's A~sociation ("HOA"). I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and 
can tc~ti ry us to the truth of the matters contained herein if called upon as a witness at the trial of 
this artion. 
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2. In or about May of 2006, I visited the Greenbriar Estates Subdivision to 
look at the property and to inquire about the amenities and services. When I arrived at the 
subdivision the sales office was in a model home which contained a replica of the subdivision 
and its amenities, which included an assisted living facility. There were also other marketing 
materials for the subdivision in the sales office, including handouts that potential buyers could 
take with them. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of flyers I picked up in 
the sales office during my visit. 
3. While at the sales office I asked about the amenities to the subdivision. 
The saleswoman there, who I later learned, was named Cindy Absmeier. She worked for John L. 
Scott Real Estate. She told me that every house in the subdivision "has a storage unit." 
4. After my mother and I decided to build in Greenbriar, I worked with 
Cindy to get in contact with a builder, and she kept certain details in our file. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of a newspaper 
advertisement which I kept from the Idaho Press Tribune that came out on August 24, 2008. 
6. I did not receive a copy of the CC&Rs for Greenbriar Estates Subdivision 
at the time I closed on my lot. 
7. After I closed on my lot I went to the sales office for John L. Scott and 
asked how I got my storage unit, and they said "just pick one out." I asked if I had to tell 
someone the number of the unit of anything of that nature, and they said "no, just buy your own 
lock and put it on there." There was never any paperwork involved. 
8. John Esposito, or his entity Asbury Park, currently has lots for sale in the 
subdivision and he uses a model home for a sales office, in which he is often present. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SULA WASBROUGH - 2 
0001.98 44354.0001.1619606.1 
AUG, 6,2009 10: 27AM 6-8903 NO,9120 P. 4 
9, John Smart has never been President of the HOA. 
Further, your affiant sayeth na\'lght. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
AFFJI)A VIT OF SlJLA WASBROUGH - 3 
44~54.0001.161ge~.1 
0001.99 
AUG. 6.2009 10:27AM 66-8903 NO. 9120 P. 5 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
J I WREBY CERTIFY that 011 this ~Ugust, 2009, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF SULA WASBROUGH by the method indicated below, 
and addl'c:-,scu to each of the following: 
David M. P~nny 
COSIIO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise. ID 83712 
r Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
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80 single family homes, 14 townhouses 
.ASSISTED LIVING FACILITY 
a ;;w bed facility close to community park 
OFFICE BUILDING 
Two 2400 sq ft units proposed 
R.V. PARKING 
Secure facility for community storage 
COMMUNITY STORAGE FACILITY 
Secure area for your extra things 
COMMUNITY PARK 
Over one acre of park with amcnities such as gazebo, 
Oboccc courts, horscshoe pits & putting grccn. 
§?ATED ENTRIES . ' . , 
i\frovide a secure community atmosphcre located at both Locust & Everell Dr. 
o 
~T'S YOUR GOLDEN YEARS MADE EASY. 
So relax and enjoy the more important things - like having the time of your life. 
Greenbriar Estates is a gateu COI1Ulllulity that is brimming with activities and amenities that provide dle 
.ycrfi;ct social atmosphere to meet people just like you who share the same interests and enthusiasm tor 
Hfe. Enjoy neighborhoou barbecue~ at the dl,!tJ h()U~9 or the 1 acre park with a multitude of things to do 
including walking paths. rose garden, pUttmg-gill~ii"ftrnd more. 
Qth~r activitks arc just ,\ short driw away including culluml and arts programs, shopping centers, 
n;staurams movies and more. The airport is within a 30-minute driw. Hospital within 5 minutes. or 
I:j:rc is an ol1site assisted living cent~r and two medical offices planned for your families comfort and 
· ~':lnv<!niencc. 
;;3foQmHioIl Center Open Now, Taking Reservations Please Call 475-9994 
WWvV. G RE ENB RIARE STATE S -NAMPA. COM 
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An Over 55 Community with Holtles :starting' at'$149,900 
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[OCIl"l b \l<ir 
Information: 
Nd,YARD:MAINTENANCE 
Yard maintenance and snovil removal provided by HOA 
OFFICE BUILDING 
Two' 2400 sqfturiits proposed 
CO_MUNtTY STORAGE FACILITY 
Secllfe storage fOr each unit 
.' C<JM'r..UNn'YPARK . : . 
,·· . OVet()~:'acreofpark with ·amenitles such as gazebo, 
booce courts, horseshoe pits and putting green 
GATED ENTRIES 
Pr()Vide a seCl.ire commuhity atmosphere located at 
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' 1 . . Mercy MedicaICell~~r! ~H .9 ~rnlt-~~~·1-:f;~~":1.': 
2. Chamber of Commerce';3.82mlle~J ',," . ;' 
3. City Hall - 4;64 mileS. '. 
4. NampaReccenter-1.85 iniles 
5. NNU Brandt Center~ 3.0 miles 
6. Nampa Civic center - 4.56 miles " .
7. Post Office - 4.0 miles 
8. Ubrary - 3.95 miles ~~\' 
9. Idaho Ctr & sports Ctr - 8.74 miles:<. 
10. Golf Courses- · 
Broadmore - 4.97 miles 
centennial ~ . 5.0rniles 
Ridgecrest ~ 6A 1 miles 
11. Walmart - 1 .57 miles: 
-\ , , . 
. ' . • 1 G ~~~J}n~.R 
"--,, .. -t.. 
12. Mall- 5.63 miles . 
13. Restallrants - 1.5 miles .::, 
14. Lake Lowelllnlet~2.5 miles 
MAS()N SIGNATURE HOMES 
:;:. r6dNInsonhas been building homes 
. L titlddev_eIoping comniunities for 
satisfied customers .throughout the 
. TreasureValIey for over 15 years. 
q,-
" creating friends akmgthe Way. O'ur focus is on building great living 
environments. Ol1r motto, "Built Around You," encompasses our dedication 
to quality, craftsmanship and customer satisfaction. From the moment you 
choose a Ted Mason SignatUre Home to the final walk-through with Ted. our 
~ ~ 
mission is to make buying and owning YOUR home a gratifying expelience. 
~ We invite you to take a look at evelything our homes have to offer. 
For current home information pleasecaU208.338.0420 
www.TEDMASON.corii 
"" .' ""!~·'<qI'~··p.:· ;o;,,;,AA"',, ~~~~k,",I~4 I IJtL AU; llOt"Glll r.. ':i,·'::··_·· .. >.-'\' ) i*_;t('· · I.:~**',l; a. ... 't14iJtw&:;:;W.;tW~Q iild aj;~ 
d!-b ~t Lul(e's Women's Fifooss 
"\1>", /" 




Ted Mason Signature Homes is a proud sponsor 
of this year's St. Luke's Celebration Women's Show. 
Come see our virtual honlewith live actors at the 
.4:~) £! . I},IJ!I . @<~~-~;, ·;J':..L:7r:f;~ . 
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AUi-OS-2009 03:14pm From- ASSESSOR 
Michelle R. Points. ISB No. 6224 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS &. HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 




Attorneys for DefendantslCounterclaimants 
T-076 P.002/005 F-678 
_F __ I~~~M. 
AUG 0:6 2009 
CANYON COUNTY Cl.IiRK 
T EARLS, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
O~ THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ASBURY PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and JOHN ESPOSITO, an 
individual, 
) 
) Case No. CV 08-9740 




GREENBRIAR ESTATES HOMEOWNERS' ) 
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho non-profit ) 
corporation; DEBRA HOBBS aJkJa DEBBlE ) 
HOBBS, an individual d/b/a ACTION ) 




KA TI-TY KINNEY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am a Cerrified Appraiser for Canyon County and, as such, I make this affidavit 
based on my personal knowledge. 
2. In November or December of2007 I went to the sales office located in Greenbriar 
Estates subdivision. While there, I met with the sales representative and questioned her 
regarding the storage units within the subdivision. 
AFFIDA VIT OF KATHY KINNEY - 1 
44354.000,.,507620., 
000205 
Au,-03-Z009 03:14pm FrDm-1 ASSESSOR T-OTS P, 003/005 F-6T8 
3. I asked her if they were available for rent or if the homeowners would pay to 
maintain the storage units through their homeowner association fees. This infonnation is 
important for the Canyon County Assessor, because if the storage unit was sold with an 
individual lot, the additional value would be added to the lot. However, if the storage units were 
rented from the developer or owner of the storage unit lot, then the owner of the storage unit lot 
would be taxed for the value. 
4. 1 was told,that when the horne was purchased the storage unit was included with 
the residential lot. 
5. With that information, I valued the storage units and divided that value among all 
the lots in the subdivision, giving the storage units themselves no assessed value as they were 
considered a common area, which was consistent with the plat for the su.bdivision. 
6. The owner of the Jot containing the storage units was not assessed any taxes for 
the 2008 tax year at that point. 
7. Later, in June of2008, I was contacted by a man by the name of John Sman who 
questioned me regarding the value of his property. Mr. Smart told me that he was president of 
the Greenbriar homeowner)s association. Mr. Smart informed me that the taxes should be paid 
by the owner of the lot containing the storage units because he believed'the home owners were 
paying rent to the owner for the units. 
8. I then discussed the issue with my supervisor and the County Assessor on how to 
proceed. It was decided that since the developer was essentially renting the storage units to the 
homeowners in the subdivision, the units should be treated has having their own value and taxed 
separately. At that point the storage units were given to the commercial department and valued as 
AFFIDAVIT OF KATHY KINNEY • 2 
443Q4,0001, 11;107"20, 1 
000206 
AUI-03-2009 03:14pm Frcm-1CANYON ASSESSOR T-076 P.004/005 F-678 
a commercial property for the 2008 tax year which would equate to taxes being assessed to the 
owner of the storage units for 2008. 
9. Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of a letter I draft~d to the 
Greenbriar Estates Subdivision regarding taxation of the storage units. 
10. Attached as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of an email I sent to Ms. [-Iobbs 
(incorrectly indicating a Ms. "Holtz" which I later detennined was Hobbs) which contained my 
notes regarding the storage units. 
II. Attached as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the parcel Hsting for the 
common area lots in Greenbriar Estates Subdivision. 
Further your affiant sayetb naught. • 
tj,~1j~M~ 
STATE OF lDAHO ) 
/J ) SS. 
County of U 1111)" ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this ~ day of=: 2009. 
AFFIDA VIT OF .KATHY KINNEY - 3 
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CERTIFICA 1E OF SERVICE 
J HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ o~~t. I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF KATHY KfNNEY by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the fonowing: 
David M. Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, ID 83·712 
[Attorneys fOr PlaintiffJ 
AFFIDAVIT OF KATHY KINNEY - 4 
_/U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
~ Hand pelivered 





Gene T. Kuehn 
Assessor 
March 2, 2009 
j 
Canyon County Assessor Office 
County Courthouse - 1115 Albany Street - Room 343 
Caldwell. Idaho 83605 
Telephone (208) 454-7431 
Fax (208) 454-7349 
Greenbriar Estates Subdivision 
1300 W Hawk PI 
Nampa, ID 83651 
To Whom It May Concern, 
Joseph R. Cox 
Chief Deputy 
In November or December 2007, I spoke with the sales representative in the office located in Greenbriar Estates. 
I was questioning her as to the use of the storage units located in the subdivision so I would know how to value 
the units. 
I asked if they were available for rent or if the homeowners would be charged for their use in their monthly Home 
Owners Association fees. If the homes were sold with the use of a storage unit, I would add their value to the land 
as is done with all common areas leaving the common areas themselves with no taxable value. If it is not 
included in the purchase price, I would value the unit separately and the developer would then be taxed for the 
units which he would most likely collect through the Home Owner Association Fee. 
I was told that when a home was purchased the storage unit was included with it. With that information, I valued 
the storage units and divided that value among all of the lots in the subdivision, giving the storage units 
themselves no assessed value as they were considered common area and their taxable value was distributed 
among all the lots. 
In June 2008, Joe Smart called me in regards to the value of his property. Through our conversation I told him 
that I had divided the value of the storage units among all of the lots since they were included with the purchase 
of the homes. He informed me that each home owner was paying for the taxes and the use of the storage unit 
through their monthly Home Owner Association fees and therefore was paying taxes for them twice. He Informed 
me that he was the President of the Home Owners Association so he was sure of the distribution of the fees. 
With that information, I then discussed with my supervisor & the County Assessor how to proceed. It was decided 
that since the developer was basically renting out the units they should be considered as having their own value. 
I then removed the value of the storage units from all of the lots in the subdivision and placed that value on the 
storage units themselves so they would be taxed separately as their own account. 
This is the information I have to the best of my recollection with the aid of the notes I kept. 
Kathy Kinney 







From: Kathy Kinney [mallto:kkinney@canyonco.org] 
Sent: Friday, June 26, 2009 10:43 AM 
To: actlonamanagement@msn.com 
Subject: Greenbriar Estates 
Ms. Holtz, 
Hope this helps. 
Kathy Kinney 
Certified Appraiser, Canyon County 
COMMON AREA 
4/25108 VALUE ADDED TO LOTS FOR STORAGE UNITS 
PER ONSITE SECRETARY 12107 UNITS ARE INCLUDED 
WITH PURCHASE OF HOME. KRK 
3/2109 DRAFTED AND SENT LETTER TO HIO ASSOC. 
CONCERNING MY UNDERSTANDING OF UNITS BEING 




Canyon County, Idaho 











OS GREENBRIAR RD NA ID, NA 
002-11 
Owner Information 
ASBURY PARK LLC 
354 COVE COLONY WAY 
EAGLE ID 83616 
Location / Description 
Section & Plat 
Canyon County 001, Routing # 
Page 1 of 1 
generated on 712112009 7:52:59 PM EST 
Current Total Assessed Value 
$0 
Parcel Address 0 S GREENBRIAR RD NA ID, NA 
Deeded Acreage 5.7200 
Legal Desc. 04-2N-2W SW GREENBRIAR EST L TS 
1,2,8,20,31,32,39,50,51,53 BLK 1 COMMON 
AR EA 
Parcel Type 
Property Class Code 
Neighborhood Code 
Neighborhood Factor 
Street I Road Code 











Current Land Value $0 Residential Land 
Current Imp. Value $0 Residential Imp. 
Current Total Assessed Value $0 Residential Total 
Commercial Land $0 Non-Res Land 
Commercial Imp. $0 Non-Res Imp. 
Commercial Total $0 Non-Res Total 
Dwelling Value $0 Classified Land Value 

















Adjustment Factor 0.00 
Average Value / Acre $0 
Appraisal Date 
Reason For Change 
Prior Land Value 







http://id-canyon-assessor.governmax.com!propertymaxlGRMltab .-.IJarcel_ v070 1.asp?Print... 7/2112009 
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N 3263001 0010 
NA 
." Owner Inform!ltion .... · .... · .... · .. . ... ..................... .. Parcel Address ...................................................................................... -., 
ASBURY PARK LLC 
I 354 COVE COLONY 'WAY 
o S GREENBRIAR RD NA 10 
NA.ID 
I EAGLE. 10 83616 . 
L ........ _ ......... _ ........... _._._ .. _ ............................................. _ ... __ ... __ ........... .-1 L._ ....... ____ ............... __ ..... ____ ........ _ .... _ ................. _._ ......... , 
,- CertifiedValues----·-·-------------·--·----·------- --
I 
: Valuation Method: Cost Land: 
i Posted Date: 5/512009 Building: 
I Change Reason: 01- Rev Total: 
i Effective Date: 01 10112009 
i Notice Printed: NEEDED 
L _____________________ . ____ . ____ .. 
Current Transfer Info·--·----







Current Land Inlcl-· .. · .. · .. · .. · .. · ........ · .......... ·· ..--· ........ -·· .. ·_·--·· .. _-.. _ ..... - ... -....... -....... -.-.. --.. - .... ----.. -..... -.-.-.... -., 
Acreage: 5.72 
Legal Description: 
04·2N·2W SW GREENBRIAR EST 
EA 
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com 
Legal Sq, Feet: 0 
L TS 1 ,2,B20,31 ,32,39,50,51 ,53 BLK 1 COMMON AR 
Version: 8.5.3751 Virus Database: 270.12.9212203 - Release Date: 06/26/0905:53:00 
7/2112009 00021.2 
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Michelle R. Points, ISB No. 6224 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 




Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants 
_F_' A.~ ~9.M. 
AUG 06 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLeRK 
T EARLS. DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ASBURY PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and JOHN ESPOSITO, an 
individual, 




) AFFIDAVIT OF MICHELLE R. POINTS 
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants, ) 
vs. ) 
GREENBRIAR ESTATES HOMEOWNERS' ~ 
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho non-profit ) 
corporation; DEBRA HOBBS a/k/a DEBBIE ) 
HOBBS, an individual d/b/a ACTION ) 




MICHELLE R. POINTS, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am an attorney with the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, 
counsel of record for Defendants/Counterclaimants in the above-referenced matter. I make this 
affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and can testify as to the truth of the matters 
contained herein if called upon as a witness at the trial of this action. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHELLE R. POINTS - 1 
0002:13 
44354,0001,1617547,1 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the current online 
marketing information for Greenbriar Estates Subdivision which I located and printed on July 20, 
2009, which markets the Greenbriar Estates Subdivision as having a "community storage 
facility" as an amenity to the Subdivision. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Articles of 
Incorporation of the Greenbriar Estates Homeowner's Association, Inc., signed by John Esposito 
on October 4,2005 and recorded October 5,2005. 
Further, your affiant sayeth naught. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this U ~ day of August, 2009. 
Name:~ua~~~~~ ______________ __ 
Notary Public for Id 0 
Residing at Namdti. I (D 
My commissione;pires Jwu II, Q)OI$" 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHELLE R. POINTS - 2 
00021.4 44354.0001.1617547.1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this &of August, 2009, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MICHELLE R. POINTS by the method indicated below, 
and addressed to each of the following: 
David M. Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise,ID 83712 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHELLE R. POINTS - 3 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
~ Hand Delivered 





Greenbriar Estates I Learn about community 
1 ~f'1 
WELCOME 
Welcome to Greenbriar Estates 
A VAILABLE HOMES 
Available homes and pricing 
AVAILABLE LOTS 
Available lots and pricing 
COMMUNITY 
View community maps 
lNFORMA TION 
Learn about community 
amenities and plans 
BUILDERS 
View our available builders 
AREA 
Explore the areas surronding 
Greenbriar Estates 
CONTACT 
Request more information 
'ties and plans 
Location: Welcome / Information 
Intormation 
RESIDENTIAL LOTS 
80 single family homes, 14 townhouses 
COMMUNITY STORAGE FACILITY 
Secure area for your extra things 
COMMUNITY PARK 
Over one acre of park with amenities such as gazebo, 
bocce courts, horseshoe pits & putting green. 
GATED ENTRIES 
"i}iww.greenbriarestates-nampa,comllnformal 
Provide a secure community atmosphere located at both Locust & Everell Dr. 





ISI~J I=! ...... 
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION :=",~ 
OF THE ;ISI~~ 
GREENBRIAR ESTATES iiOMiowNtaSJ: t! 2 i~~~ 
ASSOCIATION, INC. """ISI~~ 
~"': .. ~~ " ~cu •• 
' . . J. ,_I,. ' '.. _ ~,t; .. 
The undersigned, in compliance with the requireme~~···~j fu~ Id~6.Code, has this day~ a 
corporation not for profit and does hereby certify: .... ~ •• 
.-jlj'" -ARTICLE I 
NAME OF CORPORATION 








John A. Esposito is hereby appointed the initial registered agent of this Association. 
ARTICLE IV 
PURPOSE AND POWERS OF THE ASSOCIATION 
EXHIBIT 
B 
This Association is a nonprofit corporation. The general purposes for which it is formed are to 
provide for maintenance, preservation and architectural control of the residence lots, perimeter fencing, 
private roads and common area within that certain tract of property commonly known as the Greenbriar 
Estates Subdivision (other than Lot 49, Block 1) according to the plat thereof filed in the official records of 
Canyon County, Idaho, and any additions thereto as may hereafter be brought within the jurisdiction of this 
Association, hereinafter called the "Property", and to promote the health, safety and welfare of the residents 
within the Property. Without limiting the power and authority of the Association, the Association may take 
any of the following actions in furthering its purposes: 
(a) exercise all of the powers and privileges and perform all of the duties and obligations ofthe 
Association as set forth in that certain Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions For 
the Greenbriar Estates Subdivision (A Community for Persons 55 or Older), hereinafter called the 
"Declaration," applicable to the Property and recorded in the office of the Recorder, Canyon County, 
Idaho, and as the same may be amended from time to time as therein provided, said Declaration 
being incorporated herein as if set forth at length; 
(b) fix, levy, collect and enforce payment by any lawful means, all charges or assessments 
pursuant to the terms of the Declaration; pay all expenses in connection therewith and aIJ office and 
other expenses incident to the conduct of the business of the Association, including alJ licenses, 
taxes or governmental charges levied or imposed against the Property or the Association; 
(c) acquire (by gift, purchase or otherwise), own, hold, improve, build upon, operate, maintain, 
convey, selJ, lease, transfer, dedicate for public use or otherwise dispose of rea] or personal property 
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION ·1 
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in connection with the affairs of the Association; 
(d) borrow money, and, pursuant to the terms of the Declaration, mortgage, pledge, or deed in 
trust any or all of its real or personal property as security for money borrowed or debts incurred; 
(e) dedicate, sell or transfer, pursuant to the terms of the Declaration, all or any part of the 
common area to any public agency, authority or utility for such purposes and subject to such 
conditions as may be agreed to by the members; 
(f) participate in mergers andlor consolidations with other nonprofit corporations organized for 
the same purposes or annex additional residential property and common area, provided that any such 
merger, consolidation or annexation shall be in conformance with the terms of the Declaration; 
(g) exercise any and all powers, rights and privileges which a corporation organized under the 
Idaho Nonprofit Corporation Act may by law now or hereafter have or exercise. 
ARTICLE V 
MEMBERSHIP AND VOTING RIGHTS 
Membership in the Association and the voting rights associated therewith shall be as enunciated in 
the Declaration. 
ARTICLE VI 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The affairs of this Association shall be managed by a board of at least three (3) but no more than five 
(5) directors who need not be members of the Association. Initially, the board shall consist of three (3) 
directors. The number of directors may be changed by amendment of the Association's by-laws. The names 
and addresses of the persons who are to act in the capacity of the directors until the selection of their 
successors are: 
NAME 
John A. Esposito 
Lexi R. Esposito 
Jared Sherburne 
ADDRESS 
354 N. Cove Colony Way 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
354 N. Cove Colony Way 
Eagle, Idaho 836 16 
533 E. Riverside Drive 
Ste. 110 
Eagle, Idaho 836 I 6 
At the first annual meeting, and at all annual meetings thereafter, the members shal I elect all directors 
for a term of one ( 1 ) year. 
ARTICLE VII 
DISSOLUTION 
The Association may be dissolved by a vote of not less than two-thirds (2/3) of each class of 
members at a duly noticed meeting. Upon dissolution of the Association, other than incident to a merger or 
consolidation, the assets of the Association shall be dedicated to an appropriate public agency to be used for 
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION - 2 
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purposes similar to those for which this Association was created. In the event that such dedication is refused 
acceptance, such assets shan be granted, conveyed and assigned to any nonprofit corporation, association, 
trust or other organization to be devoted exclusively to such similar purposes. No part of the monies, 
properties or assets of the Association, upon dissolution or otherwise, shall inure to the benefit of any private 
person or individual or member of the Association. 
ARTICLE VIII 
DURATION 
The corporation shaH exist perpetually. 
ARTICLE IX 
AMENDMENTS 
Amendment of these Articles shall requ ire the assent of not less than two-thirds (2/3) of each class 
of members. . 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, for the purpose offorming this Association under the laws of the State 
of Idaho, I, the undersigned, the incorporator of this Association, have executed these Articles of 
Incorporation this $ day of (!(!::f" , 2005. 
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T EARLS, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ASBURY PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited 








GREEN.BRIAR ESTATES HOMEOWNERS' ~ 
ASSOCIA TJON, lNC., an Idaho non-profit ) 
corporation; D,E.B.RA HOBBS a/k/a DEBBlE ) 
HOBBS, an individuaJ d/b/a ACTION ) 
ASSOCJATION MANAGEMENT ) 
COMPANY, ) 
DcfonduntsiCounl'erc]aimunts. ~ 
) ---------- -, .. "", 
Case No. CV 08-9740 
AFFIDA VIT OF AARON RANDELL 
AARON RANDELL, being first duly swom upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. 'I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and can testify as to 
the truth of the matters contained herein if caned upon as a witness at the trial of this action. 
2.1 have been a member of the Planning and Zoning Commission ("the 
Cummis~i()n") for the City ofNnmpa since 2004. I was on the Commission during the time that 
AFFIDA VlT OF AARON RANDELL - 1 
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John Esposito and his entity Asbury Park, LLC was obtaining plat approval for the Greenbriar 
Estates Subdivision. 
3. As part of the process of presenting a preliminary plat, the developer is 
requested to designate those areas in the plat that are going to be common areas and/or areas to 
be owned and maintained by the homeowner's association. 
4. The preliminary plat came before the Commission a few times, prior to 
final plat approval. Each time the preliminary plat was presented, the lot designated for RV 
Parking and Storage (Lot 39, Block 1) was represented to be owned by the homeowner's 
association for Greenbriar Estates Subdivision. 
5. The final plat was certified by the surveyor retained by Mr. Esposito, and 
was approved by various other government agencies, including the Commission, based on the 
representations that were made in the plat, through the approval process. 
6. Neither Mr. Esposito nor any agent of Mr. Esposito ever represented that 
Lot 39, Block 1 was going to be privately owned or that rents were going to be collected from 
homeowners for a storage unit that were to be built on that lot. 
7. I would not have approved the Greenbriar plat had I known that there was 
going to be operation of private storage units as a private business venture, forced upon the 
Greenbriar lot owners by its developer. 
8. As a result of learning of Mr. Esposito's actions with regard to the storage 
facilities, the City Council adopted into law Ordinance No. 38-5, Section 10-27-1, which 
provides that all common area amenities will be owned and maintained by a homeowner's 
association and will not be privately owned. 
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Further, your affiant sayeth naught. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 55. 
County of Canyon ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN hef()re me this 3.."'~dUY of August, 2009. 
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1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on this f:J:.... day of August, 2009, 1 caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF AARON RANDELL by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
David M. Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 . 
Boise, ID 83712 
r Attorneys for Plaintiffl 
• j' 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ASBURY PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited 








GREENBRIAR ESTATES HOMEOWNERS' ~ 
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho non-profit ) 
corporation; DEBRA HOBBS alk/a DEBBIE ) 
HOBBS, an individual d/b/a ACTION ) 




Case No. CV 08-9740 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL PELLETIER 
PAUL PELLETIER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am a named Defendant. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth 
herein and can testify as to the truth of the matters contained herein if called upon as a witness at 
the trial of this action. 
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2. In the Fall of2008, I had requested information from the City of Nampa 
regarding zoning provisions that were applicable to the storage units located in the Greenbriar 
Estates Subdivision ("the Subdivision"), as the developer, Asbury Park, LLC and Mr. John 
Esposito were attempting to run a private business venture inside the Subdivision by renting 
- - by force - - individual storage units to homeowners in the subdivision, whether they chose to 
use the units or not. 
3. On November 17, 2008, I received a letter from Norman Holm, Planning 
Director for the City of Nampa, explaining that the City had amended certain ordinances to 
prevent private ownership of subdivision amenities, specifically for a private business enterprise. 
A true and correct copy of the referenced letter is attached as Exhibit A, along with a copy of the 
new referenced ordinance. 
Further, your affiant sayeth naught. 
Paul Pelletier 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 5R day of August, 2009. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL PELLETIER - 2 
Name: ______________________________ ___ 
Notary Public for Idaho, ,~/J}'l-= 
Residing at Yt1e.1 (d(an 
My commission expires lo/.¢klOCZ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ August, 2009, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL PELLETIER by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
David M. Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise,ID 83712 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
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General Subdivision Policy, Jurisdiction Statement And 
Administrative Authority 
10-27-1 
Preliminary Plat Application Form, Content And Process 
Final Plat Application Form, Content And Process 
Special Subdivisions And Developments 
Appeals Of Actions On Plats ' 
General Development And Improvements; Requirements 
Construction Observation 
Subdivision Improvement Agreement 
Postplattlng Construction 
Bonding And Guarantee 
Dedications 
Amended Platsi Vacations 
Reserved 
Fees 
GENERAL SUBDIVISION POLICY, JURISDICTION STATE-
MENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY: 
A. Establishment And Enforcement: Establishment, Interpretation, 
application and enforcement of the land division regulations found In 
this chapter by the city of Nampa and Its authorized personnel Is ' 
sanctioned by Idaho Code title 50, chapter 13 and title 67, chapter 
65, and article '12, section 2 of the Idaho constitution, as amended or 
subsequently codified. These standards or regulation. shall apply to 
all land contained within the limits of the city of Nampa as presently 
constituted or as may be. subsequently Incorporated. They also shall 
apply to the area of city Impact per agreement with the county, and 
shall be In force as allowed according to the city of Nampa and 
Canyon County's Joint powers agreement, and as each Jurisdiction's 
Impact legislation may anow. 
Augult2006 
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B. Idaho State Code: Idaho state code notes that a division of a tract of 
land Into IIflve or more lots, parcels, or site for the purpose of sale or 
building development, whether Immediate or future- constitutes a 
subdivision. Nevertheless, state code allows for Individual cities or 
counties to -adopt their own definition of subdivision- In lieu of the 
state's. Nampa has defined a -subdivision- as one that creates three 
(3) or more lots from an original lot or parcel. 
C. Subdivision: No person or party shall subdivide any zoned property 
that Is located wholly or In part In the city after June 11, 2002, or 
subdivide land within the area of city Impact after June 14, 19n, into 
more than two (2) parcels, unless he shall first have made, or cause 
to have made, a subdivision plat thereof as required by Idaho Code 
title 50, chapter 13, and as set forth within this chapter, save where 
allowed otherwise In this chapter. 
D. Review And Approval: It Is unlawful to receive or record any plat or 
replat within the above boundaries until such plat has been reviewed 
and approved by the planning and zoning commission and approved 
by the mayor and council, and bears the approval, by signature, of 
the city· engineer, mayor, planning and zoning commission 
chairperson· and the city clerk (In addition to the health district's and 
appropriate county official's signatures). 
E. Administrative Authority: Discretionary administrative authority Is 
considered retained by adoption of this legislation. That authority 
shall permit duly authorized representatives of the city of Nampa fire, 
police, forestry and parks departments to suggest subdivision design. 
changes to the planning and zoning department. That authority shall 
permit duly authorized representatives of the Nampa planning and 
zoning department and engineering department to suggest design 
changes to subdivision plats undergoing review to the city's planning 
and zoning commission or the city council. The Nampa planning and 
zoning commission and city council shall carefully consider staff 
suggestions In their review and approval of plats. 
F. Reference Manuals: The following manuals shall be Included by this 
reference: 
1. -Subdivision Process And Policy Manual-; 
2. ·Standard Construction Specification Manual·. 
G. Severability And Disclaimer: Where any word, phrase, clause, 
sentence, paragraph, section or other part of these regulations may 
August 2008 
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be held invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such judgment 
shall only affect that part so held invalid. City (planning and zoning 
commission or city council) approval of a preliminary or final plat or 
portion thereof shall not be considered as constituting approval of 
any engineering or construction drawings, applications or constructs. 
Such elements require separate cIty engineering approval. (Ord. 
3573, 5-1-2006) 
H. Common Areas: The provision of all residential subdivision common 
areas along with. special amenities such as/Including, but not limited 
to: open space, tot lots, playgrounds, park area, walking path areas, 
water features, storage areas (e.g., for AVs, buildings that by nature 
of use/and or design basically equivalent to ministorage type 
facilities, etc.),· pools and clubhouses, etc., by a project developer 
shall, unless otherwise specifically approved by the city council, be 
located In common space(s) owned and maintained by a homel 
property owners' association and shall not be retained in private 
ownership by a developer. (Ord. 3805, 7-21-2008) 
10-27-2: PRELIMINARY PLAT APPLICATION FORM, CONTENT 
AND PROCESS: 
A. PreappUcatlon Conference: After development of a concept plan, and 
prior to submitting a preliminary plat application or having their 
preliminary plat heard by the planning and zoning commission or city 
council, a subdIvider and/or their engineer may schedule a. 
preapplicatlon conference with the city engineer and plannIng and 
zoning dIrector or theIr designees and other agency offIcials. 
Resubmittal(s) of plats to the planning office prior to planning and 
zoning commission review in a public hearing forum may necessitate 
rescheduling and possibly readvertlslng of those plats. 
B. Application: Every person seeking to subdIvIde land shall file with the 
planning and zoning director appropriate applicatIon materials 
including a completed subdivision application package including 
fifteen (15) copies of the preliminary plat (with supporting data as 
required in this section). One reduced copy eleven inches by 
seventeen Inches (11- x 17-) and one reduced copy eight and 
one-half Inches by eleven inches (8' /2- x 11-) of the preliminary plat 
together with requisite review fees shall also be concurrently 
submitted. An electronic copy of all preliminary plats shall be flied in 
AutoCAD format, version 14 or higher. 
December 2008 
City of Nampa 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD mDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ASBURY PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited 





HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC., 
an Idaho non-profit corporation; DEBRA 
HOBBS alk/a DEBBIE HOBBS, an 
individual d/b/a ACTION ASSOCIATION 
MANAGEMENT COMPANY. 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 08-9740*C 
PLAINTIFFS'REPLY 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARYJUDGMENT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In order to oppose the Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, the Defendants 
must come forward with admissible evidence that creates a genuine issue of fact or law that 
supports the Defendants' position. The Defendants have not presented either to the Court in this 
case. For the reasons explained in this reply memorandum, the Defendants' Counterclaim must 
be dismissed, and judgment entered for the Plaintiffs on Count I of the Complaint. 




A. The HOA's Fraud Theory Is Not Supported By Law Or Fact. 
The HOA has not cited this Court to any case law in support of their theory that a court 
can award them ownership of Lot 39 based upon a claim that the developer committed fraud. 
This is because the legal principle known as common law dedication completely occupies that 
body of law. Since the HOA cannot, under any facts or circumstances, prove a case for common 
law dedication, it is searching for an alternative theory that simply does not exist. 
Even if a fraud theory did exist, the facts of this case show that the HOA and its members 
have no claim. 
1. The Proceedings Before the City of Nampa Cannot Support a Fraud Claim 
by the HOA and its Members. 
Undisputed in the record is the Affidavit of Surveyor Gregory G. Carter, where he 
admits that he made a mistake when he listed Lot 39 as a common area. There was no nefarious 
plot to trick or deceive the City of Nampa. 
Regardless, at the time that Plaintiffs went through the subdivision approval 
process with the City of Nampa, the HOA did not even exist. There is no evidence that the 
members had even heard of Greenbriar Estates. Further, while the HOA's Memorandum makes 
the sweeping statement that the Plaintiffs represented to the City of Nampa that Lot 39 would be 
a common area, there is no evidence of that issue ever coming up for discussion. While the 
HOA wishes to make it sound like the Plaintiffs repeatedly perpetuated a lie through the 
approval process, the fact is that the erroneous plat is the only "representation". 
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT P -2-
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None of the facts presented by the HOA supports a theory that the HOA and its 
members were defrauded or mislead by the plat approval process. Whether the City of Nampa 
feels that it was mislead is between the City of Nampa and the Plaintiffs. The City of Nampa 
adopted a subsequent ordinance three (3) years later, however, that is irrelevant to the case 
before this Court. 
2. The HOA and its Members Did Not Rely Upon the Plat. 
The record of facts presented by both sides to this suit clearly show that the HOA 
and its members had both actual knowledge and record notice that the Plaintiffs owned the Lot 
39 storage facilities and that rental fees would be collected for the storage units. 
a) Actual Knowledge. 
At Page 5 of the Defendant's Memorandum, it states: 
Initially, the HOA paid Esposito rental fees for all the units, as they 
believed his purported ownership of the storage units was 
legitimate, based on the language contained in the CC&Rs. Hobbs 
Aff.,,8. 
The Defendant's Memorandum goes on to state that it was after October 
2007, when an issue arose regarding a Certificate of Occupancy for the storage units, that the 
HOA Board or its members first discovered the error in the plat. The Defendants fully admit that 
they had actual knowledge of the Plaintiffs' position that Asbury Park owned Lot 39 and the 
rental arrangement for the storage unit as set forth in the C&Rs. According to the Defendants, 
they subsequently discovered the error in the plat which had been a matter of public record for 
more than two (2) years. Indulging the Defendants' argument that the plat was the "truth", i.e. 
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT P -3-
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Lot 39 was common area, then the "truth" had been a matter of public record, before, during, and 
after their purchase of their lot and as a matter of law, they could not have been defrauded. 
b) Record Notice. 
It is ironic that the Defendants readily admit that they knew of the 
circumstances of which they complain, i.e. Plaintiffs' claim of ownership to Lot 39 and the 
storage unit rental arrangement. As a matter of law, they are also charged with knowledge of the 
information in the plat and the CC&Rs. The CC&Rs were recorded October 4, 2005, and are 
Exhibit "3" to the Affidavit of John Esposito, as set forth in the Plaintiffs' opening 
memorandum. Article IV of the CC&Rs at Section 4 clearly states that "The community storage 
facility shall be privately owned and operated." The paragraph goes on to describe the storage 
unit rental arrangement. The HOA and its members are charged with knowledge of the recorded 
CC&Rs and the members took title to their property by deeds, which expressly state that title to 
their lots is subject to "easements, restrictions, reservations, provisions of record, and 
assessments, if any." (See Affidavit of Chandra Thomquest and the warranty deeds attached 
thereto as Exhibit "A".) 
As cited in Plaintiffs' opening memorandum, Idaho law recognizes that duly recorded 
documents provide constructive notice to subsequent purchasers of the content and information 
contained in the recorded document. Miller vs. Simonson, 140 Idaho 287, 290, 92 P.3 537 
(2004). Courts in other states have specifically held that when CC&Rs are recorded before any 
of the parcels in a subdivision are sold, the recorded document provides constructive notice to 
subsequent purchasers that they will bound by the terms of the CC&Rs. Citizens for Covenant 
Compliance vs. Anderson, 12 Ca1.4th 345, 906 P.2d 1314, 1330 (1996). A purchaser buying a lot 
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that is subject to recorded CC&Rs is deemed to have agreed to be bound by the covenants, 
conditions and restrictions set forth in the recorded document. Treo @ Kettner Homeowners' 
Association vs. The Superior Court of San Diego, 166 Cal.App.4th 1055, 83 Cal.Rptr.3rd 318 
(2008). 
3. The Plaintiffs Could Not Have Mislead or Deceived the HOA or its Members 
Because the Plaintiffs Did Not Sell Lots to the Members. 
The Defendants' contention that the Plaintiffs were out to defraud them is refuted 
by the fact that the Plaintiffs did not sell to the BOA members and the original buyers from 
Plaintiffs unequivocally admit that they knew Asbury Park was the owner of Lot 39 and intended 
to rent the storage facilities to lot purchasers. The Affidavits of Mike Pearson and Jared 
Sherburne establish that John Esposito was up front with them, and prior to their purchase of lots 
clearly explained that Asbury Park would own Lot 39, construct the storage units on that lot, and 
then rent those storage units to the lot owners. Jared Sherburne states in his affidavit that he 
actually reviewed the CC&Rs for Greenbriar Estates prior to the purchase of the ninety-four (94) 
lots and his understanding was consistent with the CC&Rs. (Affidavit of Jared Sherburne, ~~ 4-
6.) 
The Defendants' purchase of lots after the recording of the CC&Rs and the 
language in their deeds preclude them from claiming fraud regarding the Plaintiffs' position that 
Asbury Park owns Lot 39 and the rental arrangement for the storage facilities. Their novel 
approach is to claim that the Plaintiffs concealed the truth and mislead them because the final 
plat actually stated that Lot 39 was to be a common area. They never discovered the error in the 
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plat until after October 2007, however, they discovered it by looking at the plat, which had been 
a public recorded document from prior to their purchase of their lots. 
The Defendants simply cannot prove fraud. Indeed, in their Memorandum, they 
do not even attempt to address the elements of a fraud claim. 
B. The HOA and its Members Do Not Address the Elements of Common Law 
Dedication as Established by Idaho Law. 
The Defendants contention is that a developer who records a plat is unequivocally bound 
by that plat regardless of whether a mistake was made in the plat and any extreme consequences 
that may result. Defendants do not cite any law in support of that extreme position and their 
position is contrary to Idaho law. 
The only citation provided by Defendants is to the restatement there to property regarding 
servitudes. It is the HOA's position that the Plaintiffs had a duty to transfer Lot 39 to the 
Association "the Common Property". This argument by the Defendants begs the question. 
In order to determine the common areas, the first and primary issue is whether Lot 39 
was dedicated as a common area under the doctrine of common law dedication. Since the 
answer to that question is a resounding "No", the duty cited by the defendants. In other words, 
Plaintiffs have no duty to transfer Lot 39 because it was never dedicated. 
As set forth in the Plaintiffs' opening memorandum, the party contending that a 
dedication has occurred must prove a clear and unequivocal offer for dedication. When 
determining whether the owner intended to dedicate the land, the Court must consider the plat 
and the surrounding circumstances and conditions of deVelopment and sale of lots. (See 
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Saddlehorn Ranch Landowner's, Inc. v. Dyer, 2009-ID-0122.184 (Id. S.Ct. January 1,2009) and 
the discussion of that case at Pages 5 through 6 of Plaintiffs' opening memorandwn.) 
Defendants suggest that the Court can only look at the plat and that since the plat states 
that Lot 39 is a common area, the Plaintiffs must deed Lot 39 to the HOA. Again, the 
Defendants ignore Idaho law and cite no law in support of their argwnent. 
When considering all the facts and circwnstances, there cannot be a clear an unequivocal 
dedication in the case at hand as a matter of law. First, Note 8 to the plat states that the common 
area lots are subject to the subdivision covenants, which covenants in this case state that Lot 39 
is to be privately owned and used for the storage units. In addition, the Court has before it the 
Affidavit of Surveyor Gregory G. Carter stating that he made a mistake when he included Lot 39 
in the list of common areas. There is no dispute that the CC&Rs were recorded prior to the sale 
of any lots and that the CC&Rs state that Lot 39, Block 1, as the storage facility, was to be 
privately owned by Asbury Park. Mike Pearson and Jared Sherburne as the owners of Rocky 
Ridge Homes knew that the Plaintiffs intended to own Lot 39 and operate it as the storage 
facility. The HOA and its members admit knowing the same information and are charged with 
record knowledge of the content of the CC&Rs. For this reason, it is impossible for a purchaser 
of a lot in Greenbriar Estates to claim that there was an unequivocal and clear offer to dedicate 
Lot 39 as a common area since they had actual and record knowledge that the Plaintiffs claimed 
ownership of Lot 39 at the time of sale. Further, if the purchase of a lot is a way to "accept" a 
dedication, the acceptance by all HOA members and the HOA are subject to the recorded 
CC&Rs. 
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C. Defendants Raise a Number of Issues That Are Irrelevant and Not Support by the 
Facts. 
In an effort to present all possible positions, Defendant throw out some allegations which 
are irrelevant to the litigation before this Court and are factually wrong. Those issues will be 
addressed below. 
1. The Statements and Conduct of John L. Scott and its Agents. 
The Defendants wish to rely upon statements and information disseminated by 
John L. Scott and its agents and they wish to attribute that information to the Plaintiffs. The fact 
is that the Plaintiffs sold all ninety-four (94) lots to Rocky Ridge Homes. It was the builders that 
hired John L. Scott to market the property to the public. Regardless, the members had record 
notice of the CC&Rs at the time of their purchase and their deeds expressly made their 
ownership subject to matters of record. The Plaintiffs never hired John L. Scott to represent 
them for the sale of the lots. (See second Affidavit of John Esposito.) The representations of the 
builder's real estate agents are irrelevant hearsay. 
2. The Limitations on Greenbriar Estates Homeowners' Assocation, Inc. as a 
Non-Profit Corporation. 
Without attempting to explain the legal significance, Defendants mention that the 
Articles of Incorporation for Greenbriar Estates Homeowners' Association state that none of the 
assets of the Association upon "dissolution" shall inure to the benefit of any private person or 
individual. (Defendants' Memorandum, Pg. 4.) If this is a reference to the rental fees collected 
from the members by the HOA, it is without merit. The CC&Rs for Greenbriar at Section 4 
make it clear that the rental fees are not property of the Association. The Association is simply 
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charged with the duty of collecting the funds from the members as part of the assessment and 
paying those funds over to Asbury Park. 
3. Asbury Park Continues to Own Lots in the Subdivision. 
The Defendants raise this issue knowing that it does not make a difference to the 
case. There can be no factual dispute that the Plaintiffs sold all ninety-four (94) of the building 
lots platted in Greenbriar Estates Subdivision No. 1 to Rocky Ridge Homes. When the Plaintiffs 
decided not to build an assisted care facility, that lot was platted as Greenbriar Estates 
Subdivision No.2. The lots in Greenbriar Estate Subdivision No.2 are subject to a separate plat. 
Prior to the marketing of lots in Greenbriar Estates Subdivision No.2, the plat for Greenbriar 
Estates Subdivision No.1 was corrected by Gregory G. Carter to make it clear that Lot 39 was 
not a common area. (See Affidavit of Gregory G. Carter and Exhibit "B" thereto.) None of the 
lots in Greenbriar Estates Subdivision No.2 have been sold, and none of the members of the 
HOA are owners of lots in Greenbriar Estates Subdivision No.2. (See second Affidavit of John 
Esposito, Pg. 2.) 
4. The Assessment of Taxes by the Canyon County Assessor's Office. 
That the Canyon County Assessor's Office was confused on the ownership of the 
storage unit is completely irrelevant to the issues before this Court. Defendants raise the issue 
through inadmissible hearsay and without tying it to any legal issue before the Court for 
determination. 
5. The Reference to the Storage Facilities as a "Community Storage Facility." 
As explained in Paragraph 10 of his affidavit, John Esposito referred to the 
storage facility as a "Community Storage Facility" to negate any concern that the storage facility 
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would be open to the public since Greenbriar Estates is a gated community. While the 
Defendants want to equate the word "Community" with the work "Common", the issue is 
irrelevant. The facts that all purchasers had at the time of acquiring a lot were set forth in the 
recorded CC&Rs which state that the storage facilities are privately owned by Asbury Park. 
III. CONCLUSION. 
Idaho has developed the body of law known as common law dedication to address the 
issue of whether a common area designation in a recorded plat is binding upon a developer. 
Application of Idaho law to the facts in this case show that the Plaintiffs did not make the 
requisite clear and unequivocal offer to dedicate Lot 39 as a common area because the plat 
contained an error and the CC&Rs made it clear that the Plaintiffs intended to retain ownership 
of Lot 39 as the storage facilities. 
Finally, there is no fraud theory supported by law or facts. There is no genuine issue of 
fact and the Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment dismissing the Counterclaim and 
granting Plaintiffs judgment on Count I of the Complaint. 
DATED this _ ..... IJ<....J---_day of August, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF O'ItNERS 
KNOW All MEN BY l1£SE PRESENTS: 1M ... T ASBURY PARK. u.c. AN IOAHO UWf1'EI) UA81:UTY COtoFAHY, IS 1HE O'fINER OF 
1>£ PROPERlY 0ESCRI9ED AS ~
lOT 52, BLOCK 1 OF GREENBRIAR ESTATES SUB~AS FlI.£ aN BOOK 38 OF PlAlSATPAGE 36,. RECORDSOf' ~ONCOUNlY.1DAtK) 
LOCATED IN THE SW1/4 arnE SE1H OF 8ECTlON", T.2H .. R.2W., 8.» .. CANYON COlM'Y,IWfO MORE PNUlCtA.Nl:LY DESCftlEDAS 
FOll..CMIS: . . 
COUIENCING AT lHE $1/4 CORNER SAID SECTlON .. ; ntENCE AlONGlHE NCJUH..8OUTH CENTE.Rl.JNE OF SAID SECTK>N .. NORTH 
DO"2.4W EAST, 702.12 FEET; niENCE lEAVING 8AJD NORTH-SOl1f'H CENTERlJNE SQJni 18"51'D6' EAST, 443.46 FEET TO TtfE NW CORNER CF 
SAW LOT liZ, SAIl POtNT BEING n£ REAL POIn' OF HOINtartG; THENCEH.ONG ntE EXTERIORSOl.N)ARYLIE OF SAID lor 52 'DE 
FOlLOWING COURSES: THENCE SOUTH 18"51'05" EAST, 375.82 FEET: n£NCE SOUTH 'Zr182T EAST, 3ll32FEETTOllE BEGIHNWG OF A 
CtR\/E TOlHE fUGtfI'; 'THENCE H.ONG SAJD CURVE 128M FEET. SAl) CURVE Ko\V1NG ARADtUS OF 2S2..!OFEET. A CENl'RALANI3LE OF 
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EASEMENTS AS SHO\Wt ON THIS PLAT ARE NOT DEDICATED TO 1HE POSUc. HO¥IIE'¥tR. 1l£ RlQfT TO USE SAID 
EASEllENTS IS HEREBY PERPETlJAlLY RESERVED FOR PUSUC UllU1l£S AND SUCH OlliER USES AS DESlGllAlED \MlHlN "!HIS 
ptA TI AND NO PERMANENT StRUCTURES ARE TO BE ERECTED WITHIN THE UNES CF' SAID EASE:MENlS. AlL LOTS IN 1MIS 
PLAT MJ. BE WGlBL£ TO RECEIVE WATER SERVICE fROM nsE eTY OF NAMPA EXJS11NG WATER SYSTEM AND 1HE DTY Of 
HAWA HAS AGREE!) IN WAIliNG 10 SERVE AlL lHE LOTS IN lHIS SUBIlIViSUlN. 
ASBURY PARK, LLC 
~,;~ 
.x:pN EsP05I1o, \4NIAGING ..... B£R 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
STA.TE OF IOAHO ) / 
) s.s. 
COUNTY OF CANlON ) nJ..e. 
ON niIS-"LDAY Of j)tU ~ BEFORE WE. THE UNOERStGNED. A NOTARY PUBUC IN AND fOR SAiD STAlE. 
PERSONAlLY APPEARfll JOHN ESI'OSI1o. 1<110 .... OR IDENlIfIED 10 !.IE 10 BE lHE "ANAGING .. EIIBER OF ASBURY PARK. LLC. 
THE PERSON "0 EXEaJlED nilS INSlRUUENT ON 8£HALF CF SAID WAIlED UAaUTY COMPANY. AND ACKNOWL.EDGED TO ME 
THAT SUCH l.IlMlED lJAStUTY COMPANY EXECUTED mE SA.ME. 
IN \\11NESS WHEREOF. I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND AFFIXED MY OfFICIAL SEAl "!HE DAY AND 'lEAR IN lHIS 
CERnFlCAlE FIRST ABOIIE WRITTEN. 
W~~/RI> (::==: I '~'l!lJi~j& ~JG7r:BUC'" Ira , KlAND 
CER]fICATE Of SURVEYOR 
I. GREGORY G. CARTER. DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I AU A PROFtSSIONAl LAND SURVEYOfl UcalSED BY THE STAlE OF 
IOAHO, AND THAT THtS PLAT loS DESCRIBED IN THE -CERT1ACAlE OF OWNERS"' WAS DRAWN fROt,( AN AClUAl ~
WADE ON lHE GROUND UNDER IIY DlR£CT SUPERVISION AND ACCURATaY REPRfSENTS lHE POINTS PlA11ED "!HEREON. 
AND IS IN CONFORIoIITY \MlH THE STAlE OF IDAHO CODE RfUTING TO PlATS AND SURI£'IS. 








GREENBRIAR ESTATES SUBDIVISION NO.2 
APPROVAL OF CITY PLAN~NG AND ZONING COMMISION 
ACCEPTED AND APPRO'IED lHI5 ;;.."Ii .... y Of :;r."N."~ UWfBY 1HE PLANNING AND ZONNING COW"'SON Of 
N .... P .. IDAHO. 
COUNTY RECORDER'S CER]F!CATE 
STATE Of IOAHO l 
l S.s. 
COUNTY Of CANYON ) 
~(..~. 
~'-;v-"'i4J 
I HEREBY CERTIfY THAT ltUS INSlRUMENT WAS RLED FOR RECORD AT 1HE REQUEST OF 
.... T __ "'NUTES PAST __ O'ctoc!< -----"- ON lHIS DAY Of , 2"----.. 
IN. BOOK __ Of PlATS AT PAGES AND • INSTRUWENT NO. ______ _ 
ll£PU'!Y EX";'0fF1C10 RECORDER 
APPROVAL Of CITY COUNCIL 
I. THE UNDERSIGNED. an ClERK IN AND FOR THE CHY Of NAMPA. CAN~ COUNTY. IDAHO. DO HEREBY CERl1FY THAT AT A 
~~~AS M~:~~~ ';1"0 C::p~~~~ ON THE ~OAY OF l.. ...... '=) . ua- THIS 
~c1~ 
~~A;-ID~21 
CER]FlCATE OF THE COUNTY mEASURER 
.APeJlQYA~ OF SOUTHWE§T QJ.WBICLHpITH DEPARTMENT 
SANITARY RESTRICTIONS AS REQUlRED BY IDAHO CODE, TlTlE SQ, CHAPTER 13, HAVE SEEN SATISFIED BASED ON REVIEW BY A 
QUALIFIED LICENSED PROFESSIONAL ENGtNEER (QLPE) REPRESENTING THE CITY OF NAUfW ~D ntE QlPE APPROVAl OF THE 
g~W'ARY~~~~!FI~m."f .. ·~' .. G;rJH'r.l'WJ,l?~¥ 'l'Hm~~..J..2S{.~~m ~~N~=l'~~f&¥,1t=~~ '6I.lIiE 
SEWER EXTEN5K)NS" we£ CONSTRUCTED. BUIlJ)(NG CONSTRUCTION CAN BE AUOWED wtTH APPROPRIATE BJILDING PERMITS IF 
tRfNKINO WATER AND SEWER EXTENSIONS HAVE SINCE BEEN CONSTRUCTED, OR IF 'THE DEVELOPER IS SIMULTANEOUSLY 
CONSTRUCTltiG THOSE FACILmES. IF THE DEVEl.DfIER FAILS 10 CONSTRUCT fACILITIES, THEN THE SANITARY RESTRICTIONS 
~~~~g:.o~DAN': :~=AN~~ ;~~T~~~~~U::~RI~~GO ;~~. ~RY :~~~lj;~ %C~(=~l ~A~~WED. 
DISTRICT ~EALTH OEmRTMENT. REHS DAtE 
. APPROVAL Of CITY ENGINEER 
'I. 1HE UNOERSIGNED. CITY ENGINEER IN AND FOR lHE CITY Of N .... P .. CANYON COONTY, IDAHO, HEREBY _ROllE lHlS 
PlAT. 
CI ~~ N/(~/<I7 
CER]FICATE OF COUNTY SURVEYOR 
I. mE UNDERSIGNED. COUNTY SUR~ IN AND FOR CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO, 00 HEREBY CERTIP'( lHAT I HA ~ 
CHEa<ED ntiS PlAT AND lHAT IT COMPUES 'MTH THE STATE OF IDAHO COOE REi.ATlNG TO PlATS AND -6WfWE¥6:VAc..fTJON''' 
~e/l"67 r"" 
I. THE UNDERSIGNED. CWNTY lREASURER IN AND Fot THE COUNTY CF CANYON, STATE OF IDAHO, PER THE 
REQUIREIoIENTS Of I.e. 50-1308 00 HEREBY CERlIFY lH .... T ANY ..... 0 AU. CURRENT AND/OR DELINQUENT COUNTY 
PROPERTY TAJ<ES FOR lHE PROPERTY INctUOEO IN 1HIS SUBOl'llSON H .... IIE BEEN PAlO IN FULL lHlS CERnRCAnON IS 
VAlJD FOR 1HE NEXT ntRTY (30) DAYS ONLY. 
\ 
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COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 PARK BLVD., STE. 790 
BOISE,ID 83712 
POBOX 9518 
BOISE, ID 83707-9518 
Telephone (208) 344-7811 
Facsimile (208) 338-3290 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ASBURY PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited 





HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC., 
an Idaho non-profit corporation; DEBRA 
HOBBS a/k!a DEBBIE HOBBS, an 
individual d/b/a ACTION ASSOCIATION 
MANAGEMENT COMPANY. 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 08-9740*C 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE 
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS 
FILED BY DEFENDANTS 
COMES NOW, the above entitled Plaintiffs, by and through their counsel of record, 
David M. Penny of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(e) and 
move this Court for an order striking portions of the affidavits filed by the Defendants upon the 
grounds that the affidavits are based upon hearsay statements, are not admissible, and therefore 
should not and cannot be considered by this Court. 
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This Motion to Strike is based upon the supporting memorandum filed concurrently 
herewith. 
Oral Argument is requested on this motion. 
DATED this }d=: day of August, 2009. 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the ~ .lnay of August, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
within and foregoing instrument was served upon: 
Michelle Renae Points 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP 
P. O. Box 1617 
Boise,ID 83701-1617 
Served by: U.S. Mail and Facsimile (208) 954-5252 
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HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC., 
an Idaho non-profit corporation; DEBRA 
HOBBS aJk/a DEBBIE HOBBS, an 
individual d/b/a ACTION ASSOCIATION 
MANAGEMENT COMPANY. 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 08-9740*C 
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE 
PORTIONS OF AFFIDAVITS FILED 
BY DEFENDANTS PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P.56(e) 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In an attempt to prevent entry of judgment for the Plaintiffs, Defendants have submitted a 
number of affidavits. Most of the affidavit testimony and exhibits submitted by Defendants must 
be stricken and disregarded by the Court because it fails to comply with LR.P.C. 56(e) and/or is 
completely irrelevant to the issues to be decided by this Court. 
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A. Affidavits that Do Not Comply with I.R.C.P. 56(e) Must be Stricken and 
Disregarded by the Court. 
1.R.c.P. 56(e) states as follows: 
Rule 56( e). F onn of affidavits - Further testimony - Defense required. 
Supporting and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal knowledge, 
shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall 
show affinnatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters 
stated therein. Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts thereof 
referred to in an affidavit shall be attached thereto or served therewith. The 
court may pennit affidavits to be supplemented or opposed by depositions, 
answers to interrogatories, or further affidavits. When a motion for summary 
judgment is made and supported as provided in this rule, an adverse party 
may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, 
but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, 
must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial. If 
the party does not so respond, summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be 
entered against the party. 
I.R.C.P. 56 (e). 
Inadmissible hearsay contained within an affidavit must be disregarded by the Court 
when deciding a motion for summary judgment. Sammis vs. MagneTek, Inc., 130, Idaho 342, 
941 P.2d 314 (1997). Under Idaho law, an affidavit that does not set forth facts admissible in 
evidence, but instead states an affiant's conclusions and opinions as to significance of evidence 
is insufficient under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(e). Yribar vs. Fitzgerald, 87 Idaho 336, 
393 P.2d 588 (1964). The opinion of an affiant which is inadmissible as evidence cannot be 
considered on a motion for summary judgment. Openshaw vs. All State Insurance Company, 94 
Idaho 192,484 P.2d 1032 (1971). Conclusory statements that do not provide specific admissible 
facts cannot prevent the entry of summary judgment. Hecla Mining Co. vs. Star-Morning 
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Mining Co., 122 Idaho 778, 839 P.2d 1192 (1992). The affidavit must establish that the affiant 
had personal knowledge of the matters testified to in the affidavit. Cates vs. Albertsons, Inc., 
126 Idaho 1030,895 P.2d 1223 (1995). 
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 802, hearsay is not admissible unless it falls within 
an exception recognized in Idaho Rule of Evidence 803 or 804. There are no exceptions to the 
prohibition against hearsay evidence for the letters, e-mails, and conversations used as part of the 
affidavits submitted in this case by the Defendants. Idaho Rule of Evidence 402 states that 
"Evidence which is not relevant is not admissible." Evidence that is offered without foundation 
is not relevant and therefore not admissible. State vs. Goerig, 121 Idaho 108,822 P.2d 1005 (Ct. 
App.1991). 
As set forth below, each of the affidavits submitted by the Defendants in this matter is 
defective and some or all of the testimony must be stricken and given no weight in these 
proceedings. 
1. Affidavit of Sula Washrough. 
• Paragraphs 3 and 7 contain hearsay conversations Ms. Wasbrough had with 
agents for John L. Scott Real Estate. John L. Scott Real Estate and its agents worked for the 
builders who had purchased the lots from Asbury Park. They were not agents or representatives 
of Asbury Park. This hearsay testimony must be disregarded. 
• Exhibits A and B to the Affidavit of Sula Wasbrough are hearsay statements 
contained in a flyer that she picked up at the John L. Scott sales office and a newspaper article 
from the Idaho Press-Tribune that came out August 24, 2008. Both documents are hearsay and 
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there is no foundation whatsoever as to the basis for the information contained in those 
documents. Both documents were generated long after Asbury Park had sold all of its lots to 
Rocky Ridge Homes. 
• Paragraph 8 is not supported by any foundation or personal knowledge of Ms. 
Wasbrough. The general nature of her statement makes it misleading since the lots owned by 
Asbury Park are part of Greenbriar Estates Subdivision No.2, under a separate plat, and are for 
sale after the correction was made to the plat for Greenbriar Estates Subdivision No. 1 in August 
2007. 
• In its entirety, Ms. Wasbrough's affidavit and the information she tries to 
convey is irrelevant since John L. Scott sold the lots for the builders and not for Asbury Park. 
2. Affidavit of Paul Pelletier. 
• Paragraph 2 of the Pelletier affidavit relates his conversations with 
undisclosed representatives of the City of Nampa and what he supposedly told them about the 
Plaintiffs. His self-serving statements are hearsay and lack foundation, and therefore must be 
disregarded. 
• In Paragraph 3 of the Pelletier affidavit, he attaches a letter from the City of 
Nampa. The letter from the City of Nampa is hearsay and must not be considered. 
• As with the other affidavits submitted by Defendants, the amendment of 
ordinances by the City of Nampa in 2008 is irrelevant to the case before this Court. 
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3. Affidavit of Kathy Kinney. 
Kathy Kinney states in her affidavit that she was a certified appraiser for Canyon 
County in November or December 2007. 
• Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of the Kinney affidavit recite her conversations with 
an undisclosed "sales representative" regarding the storage units in the subdivision. This 
testimony is hearsay and lacks foundation. From the affidavit, we do not even know who she 
spoke with. 
• Paragraph 5 of the Kinney affidavit is also hearsay. Ms. Kinney testified 
to her treatment of the storage units for tax purposes based upon the hearsay conversations she 
had with the sales representative. 
• Paragraphs 7 and 8 contain Ms. Kinney's phone conversation with a Mr. 
Smart, as well as her conversations with her supervisor and the County Assessor. Again, all of 
these conversations are hearsay. There are also no facts provided in support of the statement, 
such as the identity of her supervisor or the County Assessor. 
• Exhibit A is a hearsay letter that Ms. Kinney drafted "To Whom It May 
Concern" on March 2,2009, essentially restating the hearsay statements in her affidavit. 
• Exhibit B is an e-mail from Ms. Kinney to Debra Hobbs' company, Action 
Management, dated Friday, June 26, 2009. That e-mail was created during the pendency of this 
summary judgment motion before the Court. Again, that e-mail is hearsay and a blatant attempt 
to create a supporting document that did not exist before the summary judgment motion was 
brought before the Court. 
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• The affidavit of Ms. Kinney is completely irrelevant. How taxes were 
assessed by the County has no bearing upon the issues of the case. The fact that Ms. Kinney did 
not go about the determination in a prudent manner is evident since she could have reviewed the 
CC&Rs and determined that Asbury Park owned Lot 39 and the storage units. 
4. Affidavit of Debra Hobbs. 
Ms. Hobbs was the individual who helped manage the Greenbriar HOA through 
her company known as Action Association Management Company. Instead of submitting an 
affidavit on facts known to her, her affidavit contains many conclusory and unsupported 
statements as well as hearsay. 
• At the end of Paragraph 2, Ms. Hobbs states her understanding of how the 
City of Nampa approved the final plat without detailing how or why she has any personal 
knowledge whatsoever. Without any explanation, she offers her opinion that CC&Rs must 
conform to the final plat, however no foundation is laid for that opinion or her testimony as to 
what is "expected". Conclusory statements without personal knowledge are not admissible 
evidence. 
• In Paragraph 4 of her affidavit, Ms. Hobbs again attempts to provide her 
expert testimony on what is "customary" between a developer and a homeowners' association. 
No information is provided with regard to her alleged "education and experience" and there is no 
attempt to explain why what she believes to be customary would apply in the case at hand. Her 
opinion is entitled to no weight by the Court. 
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• At the end of Paragraph 5 of her affidavit, Ms. Hobbs testifies to what the 
members of the Board of the HOA assumed, and of course she has no personal knowledge as to 
the assumptions by other individuals. 
• With regard to Paragraph 9 of the Hobbs affidavit, what the HOA Board 
"decided" and the instructions given to Ms. Hobbs are hearsay. 
• In Paragraph 10 of her affidavit, Ms. Hobbs' attempts to testify as to the 
information stated in the original plat. The original plat speaks for herself and her testimony as 
to what it says lacks foundation, is conclusory, and is completely inaccurate. She attempts to 
testify that the original plat "shows that the storage units are to be owned and maintained by the 
HOA." In fact, the original plat does not mention the storage units at all. 
• Paragraphs 11, 12, and 14 of Ms. Hobbs' affidavit reference budgeting 
issues for the Association which have no relevancy to the matter before this Court. In addition, 
she provides no analysis and makes conclusory statements about the HOA budgetary issues 
without any foundation. 
• The most egregious attempt to present the Court with inadmissible 
information is the attachment of Exhibits A and B to Ms. Hobbs' affidavit. Ms. Hobbs' attempts 
to place before the Court hearsay conversations that she had with other people. The Defendants 
cannot use blatant hearsay in an attempt to erode the clear and unequivocal testimony of Rocky 
Ridge Home owners Mike Pearson and Jared Sherburne set forth in their affidavits. Both 
Exhibits A and B to the Hobbs' affidavit concern conversations that arose after this dispute 
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began. Over 2/3 of Exhibit A are Ms. Hobbs own self-serving opinions. Hearsay e-mail chains 
are entitled to no weight or consideration by the Court. 
5. Affidavit of Michelle Points. 
• In Paragraph 2 of Ms. Points' affidavit, she attaches marketing information for 
Greenbriar Estates that she printed on July 20, 2009, long after Asbury Park sold all of its lots in 
Greebriar Estates Subdivision No.1. The document is hearsay, irrelevant, and there is no 
foundation offered as support for it. Her affidavit states that the purpose of attaching this 
information is to show that the storage facilities are referred to as "community". As explained in 
the affidavit of John Esposito, the word "community" was used to clarify that the storage 
facilities were not open to the "nonmember" public at large. The storage facilities are only 
available to lot owners in Greenbriar Estates. 
6. Affidavit of Aaron Randell 
• Aaron Randell states in his affidavit that he was a member of the Planning & 
Zoning Commission who voted for approval of the Greenbriar Estates Subdivision No. 1 final 
plat. As explained in the Plaintiffs' Reply Memorandum, Mr. Randell's affidavit is irrelevant. 
The fact of the matter is that the City of Nampa approved the Greenbriar Subdivision, and three 
(3) years later changed its ordinance as to future subdivisions. 
III. CONCLUSION. 
In order for the Defendants to argue that there is a genuine issue of material fact for 
resolution by the Court, the Defendants must rely upon admissible evidence. With rare 
exception, the information submitted by the Defendants is irrelevant to the determination before 
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this Court. Virtually all of the information offered to the Court by Defendants must be 
disregarded as conclusory, lacking foundation, and as inadmissible hearsay. 
Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court grant the motion to strike the testimony 
identified in this Memorandum. 
DATED this J.l. day of August, 2009. 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
~~= DAVID M. PENNY 
Attorneys :tI amtiff 
----
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the j.L day of August, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
within and foregoing instrument was served upon: 
Michelle Renae Points 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP 
P. O. Box 1617 
Boise,ID 83701-1617 
Served by: U.S. Mail and Facimile (954-5252) 
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GREENBRIAR ESTATES HOMEOWNERS' ~ 
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho non-profit ) 
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Case No. CV 08-9740 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
Greenbriar Estates Homeowners' Association, Inc. (the "HOA"), by and through its 
counsel of record Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP, respectfully submits this Opposition to 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike portions of the affidavits filed by the HOA in response to Plaintiffs' 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. 
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A. Affidavit of Sula Wasbrough 
Plaintiffs claim that because Ms. Wasbrough spoke with agents for John L. Scott Real 
Estate, and because those agents purportedly worked for the builders who purchased lots from 
Asbury Park, that Ms. Wasbrough's testimony should be disregarded. Plaintiffs' argument is 
incorrect. 
Involvement by Esposito in terms of marketing of the lots after he sold them to builders is 
relevant to this litigation. Although Esposito states in his second affidavit (which is not 
admissible under Rule 56) that he did not hire John L. Scott to represent him (or Asbury Park) in 
the sale of lots does, that does not establish that Esposito had no input or control over how John 
L. Scott has and currently does market the Subdivision. 
What Plaintiffs fail to acknowledge is Esposito's consistent involvement as the developer 
of the Subdivision, and his continued ownership of parcels within the Subdivision. The affidavit 
of Debra Hobbs establishes that "Mr. Esposito was working on marketing strategies for the 
Greenbriar Estates Subdivision to sell lots to prospective buyers, including the construction of 
addition amenities." Affidavit of Debra Hobbs, 1 3. 
TIle marketing of the amenities goes to the "surrounding circumstances" pertaining to the 
HOA's claim of common law dedication. 
This is not a case where Esposito, as developer, simply sold the lots to builders and 
walked away. It is true that there was a brief period oftime that Esposito did not own a 
residential lot in the Subdivision, however, that does not preclude the HOA from asserting that 
agents for John L. Scott were working at Esposito's instruction andlor on his behalf 
Esposito or Asbury Park has owned portions of the Subdivision since its inception and 
celiainly has an interest in its continued marketing and completion. It is the position of the HOA 
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that Esposito has, through agents of John L. Scott, represented (and continue to represent) that 
the storage facility is a common area feature and amenity owned by the HOA, which fact goes to 
the nature and extent of Esposito's representations, as well as his continued affirmations through 
marketing that the storage units are a common area feature. 
Case law has established that "oral representations" even without the use of a plat "were 
sufficient parol evidence to establish a legally enforceable interest." Middlekauffv. Lake 
Cascade, Inc., 110 Idaho 909, 913, 719 P.2d 1169, 1173 (1986). 
In this case, it is the position of the HOA that Esposito did in fact make affirmative 
representations, though the development and marketing of the subdivision, that the storage units 
were common area amenities to be owned and maintained by the HOA, only to turn around and 
represent them as privately owned in the CC&Rs, developed for his financial gain. 
Moreover, the statements contained in Ms. Wasbrough's affidavit are not necessarily 
offered to prove the truth of the matters asserted, but instead intended to reveal the nature of the 
representations that were being made to potential buyers, and to explain the basis of Ms. 
Wasbrough's opinion and/or belief that the storage units were owned by the HOA, or rather, 
were not privately owned. 
That Plaintiffs' "argue" that the statements arenft relevant to the position they are taking 
in this motion does not render the statements inadmissible. The Court is perfectly capable of 
evaluating the testimony contained in Ms. Wasbrough's affidavit and weighing it appropriately. 
Regarding the exhibits to Ms. Wasbrough's affidavit, Ms. Wasbrough testified those were 
items that she picked up in the sales office at the Greenbriar Estates Subdivision. Ms. 
Wasbrough certainly has personal knowledge of what materials she picked up. Despite the fact 
that Plaintiffs do not believe the issue of how the subdivision was marketed is relevant, the HOA 
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believes it is. The affidavits submitted establish that Mr. Esposito was involved in the 
development and marketing of the subdivision, and continues to market lots he owns within the 
subdivision. The circumstances surrounding the development and marketing of the subdivision 
can be looked to in evaluating the HOA's claim of dedication. 
If Esposito holds the storage facilities as and amenity or common area, those 
representations are a confirmation of a dedication, arguably to induce homeowners to purchase 
property only to find out the CC&Rs say something else. 
B. Affidavit of Paul Pelletier. 
Plaintiffs assert that the amendment of the ordinances by the City of Nampa in 2008 is 
irrelevant to the case before the Court, and that Mr. Pelletier's communications with City 
officials on the subject is irrelevant and contain hearsay. 
The amendment of the City ordinances is squarely relevant to this litigation. Esposito 
continually represented to the City of Nampa officials, the ownership of Lot 39, Block 1. At 
least one City Official testified that the plat was approved only based on representations 
contained therein and would not have been approved had it been known that "there was going to 
[the] operation of private storage units as a private business venture, forced upon the Greenbriar 
lot owners by its developer." Affidavit of Aaron Randell, ~ 7. And that as a "result of learning 
Mr. Esposito's actions with regard to the storage facilities, the City Council adopted into law 
Ordinance No. 38-5, Section 10-27-1, which provides that all common area amenities will be 
owned and maintained by a homeowner's association and will not be privately owned." Jd., ~ 8. 
Esposito's representations made to City Officials - both during meetings before the 
Planning and Zoning Commission and in the plat - in addition to those made in marketing the 
subdivision, support the ROA's claim of common law dedication and/or fraudulent 
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misrepresentation against Esposito pertaining to the contents of the CC&Rs regarding Lot 39, 
Block 1. 
The letter from Norman L. Holm, Planning Director for the City of Nampa, falls within 
the hearsay exception of 803(8) as a public record or report, as it is drafted by an agent of a 
public office or agency pertaining to regularly conducted activities andlor matters observed 
pursuant to a duty imposed by law. In this case, Mr. Holm has a duty to report on activities of 
the City of Nampa to its residents. In addition, the Court can take judicial notice of the 
referenced ordinance. 
Statements made by Mr. Pelletier in paragraph 2 simply put the letter from Mr. Holm in 
context, and state the substance of his request to City Officials related to zoning provision. That 
Esposito considers Mr. Pelletier's statements to be self-serving does not render them 
inadmissible for the Court's consideration. 
C. Affidavit of Kathy Kinney. 
Plaintiffs seek to strike the affidavit of Kathy Kinney because she does not identify 
within the affidavit, who she spoke with at the Subdivision sales office in 2007, which sales 
agent represented that the storage units were owned by the HOA. 
Nearly the entire affidavit of Ms. Kinney is contained in Exhibit A to her letter, which is 
a public record and falls within the exception of 803(8). The letter would also fall under 803(6) 
as a record of a regularly conducted activity including a memorandum or letter containing events 
and opinions, kept in the course of a regularly conducted business activity. 
Moreover, the statement contained in Ms. Kinney's affidavit that she spoke with a 
salesperson is not offered for the truth of the matter assel1ed. Ms. Kinney entered into the public 
record/database that Lot 39, Block 1 was a common area owned by the HOA, consistent with the 
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plat. The basis for her treating the property as a common area owned by the HOA is not hearsay. 
That Ms. Kinney did not identify the sales agent by name, or her supervisor by name, does not 
render her testimony inadmissible. 
Finally Plaintiffs appear to take the position that because a certain email was sent by Ms. 
Kinney to Ms. Hobbs, after Plaintiffs filed their motion for summary judgment, somehow 
renders the email inadmissible. There is no legal support for Plaintiffs' proposition. All exhibits 
to the affidavit to Ms. Kinney are public records. Exhibit A is a letter to the HOA regarding 
ownership issues related to Lot 39, Block 1. Exhibit B is a copy of Ms. Kinney's notes regarding 
Lot 39, Block 1 including a record explanation of communications regarding that lot, all of 
which predate the commencement of this litigation. Exhibit C. is the public record regarding 
assessment information for Lot 39, Block one, including its designation as a common area within 
the Subdivision. 
Plaintiffs' claim that Ms. Kinney did not act in a "prudent" manner based on the apparent 
inference that she did not consult the CC&Rs is erroneous. CC&Rs do not effectuate or 
constitute a valid conveyance or transfer of ownership rights in real property. The City Council 
authorized the recording of the plat for the Subdivision based on the terms and representations 
contained therein. 
The contents oiMs. Kinney's affidavit, generally, go to the surrounding circumstances 
the Court can consider on the HOA's claim of common law dedication. 
D. Affidavit of Debra Hobbs. 
Plaintiffs request that certain excerpts from Ms. Hobbs' affidavit not be considered on the 
basis that they believe they are concJusory or made without foundation. Specifically, Plaintiffs 
appear to take exception to Ms. Hobb's statement that the CC&Rs should conform to the final 
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plat. Apparently Plaintiffs do not believe that statement is correct. Or perhaps Plaintiffs take the 
position that notwithstanding what representations are made to City Officials, or notwithstanding 
what conditions are imposed by a governing body as a requirement to approving a plat, CC&Rs 
can nevertheless be recorded to contradict or modify that plat. Plaintiffs have not cited any 
authority to support that proposition, and the HOA does not expect that any such authority exists. 
Plaintiffs then attack Ms. Hobb's statement regarding what she understands to be 
customary as between a developer and homeowner's association, based on her education and 
experience. In making this statement, Ms. Hobbs was simply attempting to put the facts in 
context for the Court. There is no indication that Plaintiffs believe Ms. Hobbs testimony to be 
incorrect in any way, but apparently Plaintiffs' take exception to the context Ms. Hobbs was 
attempting to provide. The referenced testimony is not necessarily material to the motion before 
the Court and if the Court chooses not to consider the informative testimony provided, that is 
certainly within the Court's discretion. 
Next Plaintiffs object to Ms. Hobbs' testimony regarding decisions and/or assumptions 
made by the HOA Board. Ms. Hobbs states in her affidavit that she has personal knowledge of 
the facts which are testified therein, and she certainly can testify regarding her interaction with 
the HOA Board including what matters were discussed, the considerations the HOA Board took 
into account and the stated basis for their decisions, if she has personal knowledge of these 
issues, which she testified that she in fact has. Plaintiffs cannot strike portions of Ms. Hobbs' 
affidavit on the stated basis that "she has not personal knowledge", without more, when Ms. 
Hobbs testified that she in fact has said personal knowledge. 
Next Plaintiffs object to Ms. Hobbs' testimony regarding budgeting issues, contained in 
paragraphs 11, 12 and 14 of her affidavit. These paragraphs, again, are simply provided to put 
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the monetary issues affecting the Subdivision in context for the Court. The Court does not need 
to operate in a "vacuum" and the HOA is certainly within its right to present the Court with a 
complete picture of the issues tG consider. Again, this referenced testimony is not necessarily 
material to the motion before the Court and if the Court chooses not to consider the informative 
testimony provided, that is certainly within the Court's discretion. 
Finally, Plaintiffs seek to strike Exhibits A and B to Ms. Hobbs' affidavit, which are 
email communications between Ms. Hobbs and Mike Pearson and Jared Sherburne. Plaintiffs 
state that the Defendants "cannot use blatant hearsay in an attempt to erode the clear and 
unequivocal testimony of Rocky Ridge Home owners Mike Pearson and Jared Sherburne as set 
forth in their testimony." Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike, p. 7. The 
point of introducing Exhibits A and B is to impeach the "clear and unequivocal" testimony of 
these witnesses. The present sense impression (803(1» regarding ownership of Lot 39, Block 1, 
that Mr. Pearson and Mr. Sherburne had at the time the emails were exchanged certainly does not 
support the testimony contained in their affidavits, and creates an issue of material fact that this 
Court should consider in ruling on Esposito's motion for partial summary judgment. In addition, 
the contents of the emails may well also fall into the hearsay exception of 803(21) as a statement 
of the reputation of a person's character among the person's associates or in the community. 
E. Affidavit of Michelle Points. 
The Points Affidavit has attached to it current marketing information for the Subdivision 
which was printed off the web page for the Subdivision. This information is not offered for the 
truth of the matters asserted in the marketing information, but submitted to establish that 
Esposito, consistent with his marketing efforts since the inception of the development of the 
subdivision, is representing the nature of the storage units consistent with how they have been 
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marketed from the Subdivision's inception, as community and/or BOA amenities. Esposito 
certainly cannot deny that John L. Scott is acting on his behalf in marketing the Subdivision and 
that marketing confirms (or at the least the Court can find that one could infer that it confirms) 
that the storage units are a community and/or HOA amenities, not a privately owned business 
venture. The Court certainly has the discretion to consider such information. 
F. Affidavit of Aaron Randall. 
Finally Plaintiffs state that Mr. Randall's affidavit is irrelevant because "the City of 
Nampa approved the Greenbriar Subdivision, and three (3) years later changed its ordinance as 
to future subdivisions." Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike, p. 8. 
As set forth above, the amendment of the City ordinances is relevant to this litigation and 
to the HOA's Counterclaim because Esposito continually represented to City of Nampa officials, 
that the HOA would own and maintain Lot 39, Block 1. Mr. Randall testifies in his affidavit that 
the plat was approved only based on Esposito's representations contained therein and would not 
have been approved had it been known that "there was going to [the] operation of private storage 
units as a private business venture, forced upon the Greenbriar lot owners by its developer." 
Affidavit of Aaron Randell, , 7. And that as a "result ofleaming Mr. Esposito's actions with 
regard to the storage facilities, the City Council adopted into law Ordinance No. 38-5, Section 
10-27 - I, which provides that all common area amenities will be owned and maintained by a 
homeowner's association and will not be privately owned." Id." 8. 
Esposito's representations made to City Officials - both during meetings before the 
Planning and Zoning Commission and in the plat. support the HOA's claim of dedication, and its 
claim fraudulent misrepresentation against Esposito as it pertains to the contents of the CC&Rs 
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regarding Lot 39, Block 1. The contents of Mr. Randall's affidavit are relevant and should be 
considered by the Court. 
RESPECTFULL Y SUBMITTED THIS rtf!:; of August, 2009. 
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _ day of August, 2009, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following; 
David M. Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, ID 83712 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
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__ Telecopy: 208.338.3290 
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an Idaho non-profit corporation; DEBRA 
HOBBS aJkJa DEBBIE HOBBS, an 
individual d/b/a ACTION ASSOCIATION 
MANAGEMENT COMPANY. 
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Case No. CV 08-9740*C 
PLAINTIFFS'REPLY 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF 
AFFIDAVITS FILED BY 
DEFENDANTS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Defendants try to defend the inadmissible and irrelevant information submitted to this 
Court by arguing that interesting hearsay should be exempt from the Rules of Evidence and 
citing exceptions to the prohibition against hearsay that are inapplicable. While most of the 
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response by the Defendant will be addressed at the hearing of this matter, the Defendants' 
citation to cases and the Rules of Evidence will be addressed in this memorandum. 
II. ARGUMENT 
A. There is No Exception to the Hearsay Rule for the Statements by John L. Scott Real 
Estate Agents. 
Asbury Park had sold all of its building lots to Rocky Ridge Homes. Rocky Ridge 
Homes and Prestige hired John 1. Scott to sell their lots. Asbury Park was not represented by the 
agents of John 1. Scott, had no contractual relationship with the agents of John 1. Scott, and had 
no control over the agents of John L. Scott. John 1. Scott and its agents were real estate agents 
attempting to sell lots on behalf of the builders. While the Defendants claim that they have a 
right to "assert" that John Esposito influenced what the agents told potential buyers of lots being 
sold by the builders, the agents did not represent the Plaintiffs and the Plaintiffs were not parties 
to the sale oflots by John 1. Scott for the builders. 
B. The Public Records and Reports Exception Does Not Apply to the Letters Attached 
to the Affidavits of Pelletier and Kinney. 
At various times, the Defendants or members acting on behalf of the Greenbriar Estates 
HOA have solicited information from the City of Nampa. Representatives for the City of Nampa 
have written lctters back to the Dcfendants. The Defendants now wish to attach that 
correspondence and have it considered as "public records and reports" under Idaho Rule of 
Evidence 803(8). A letter written by an employee of a municipality does not magically become 
admissible. The design of the rule is to create an exception for public records and reports that 
are created and maintained because the law requires a governmental entity to create and maintain 
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the records and reports. Defendants try to skirt the requirement by relying on the phrase, " ... or 
matters observed pursuant to duty imposed by law and as to which there was a duty to report." 
This exception to the hearsay rule is designed for matters such as meeting minutes and first-hand 
observation of the creation of the information that was then subsequently reported. Under the 
Defendants' interpretation, anything and everything that a municipal employee puts in a letter 
and sends out during their workday would be admissible, even though the reasons and 
protections for the exception would not exist. 
The rule does not state that there is an exception for correspondence or letters generated 
by a municipal employee in response to an inquiry from a member of the public. In this 
particular case, it is also important to point out that the correspondence attached to the affidavits 
of Pelletier and Kinney contain hearsay within hearsay. For example, in Exhibit "A" to the 
Kinney affidavit, she is reciting what she was told by someone else in conversations she had with 
third parties. This information is then contained within the hearsay letter. As previously pointed 
out, Exhibit "B" to Ms. Kinney's letter is an e-mail that she sent to Ms. Hobbs and her company 
on June 26, 2009. As we know, Ms. Hobbs is a Defendant in this suit. Clearly, she has 
requested hearsay infonnation from Ms. Kinney in connection with the defense of this case. The 
public records and reports exception and the basis for that exception to the hearsay rule do not 
apply. 
Lastly, Defendants content that the attachments to Ms. Kinney's affidavit fall within the 
exception of Idaho Rule of Evidence 803(6) as regularly conducted activity. For the reasons 
stated above, it does not. The Defendants requested information from the City while this 
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litigation was pending and now wish to use that correspondence as a record of the municipality. 
The correspondence does not come within the list of permitted records under the rule. Further, 
there is no fOWldation provided by Ms. Kinney to support the conclusion that her correspondence 
is kept in the course of regularly conducted business activity. 
C. There is No Hearsay Exception for the E-mail Chains Attached as Exhibits A and B 
to the Hobbs' Affidavit. 
The Defendants' memorandum admits that they are trying to impeach the admissible 
affidavits of Mike Pearson and Jared Sherburne with inadmissible hearsay_ The only 
justification for Exhibits "A" and "B" to the Hobbs' affidavit is that those e-mail chains come 
within the "present sense impression" exception to hearsay Wlder Idaho Rule of Evidence 803(1). 
The present sense impression is defmed by rule as, "A statement describing or explaining an 
event or condition made while the declarant was perceiving the event or condition, or 
immediately thereafter." If that exception were to apply to the e-mail chains attached to the 
Hobbs' affidavit, then the exception has swallowed up and consumed the hearsay rule rendering 
all hearsay admissible. The present sense impression exception is for statements made by the 
declarant while observing an occurrence, accident or event. In order for the exception to apply, 
the declarant must be observing something occurring at the time that the declarations are made. 
In the case at hand, the subject matter of the e-mail chains was not something that the parties to 
the correspondence were observing other than perhaps looking at their computer screen. Most of 
Exhibit "A" contains e-mail correspondence authored by Debbie Hobbs and not either Pearson or 
Sherburne. There is no applicable exception and the exhibits to Ms. Hobbs' affidavit must be 
stricken. 
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III. CONCLUSION. 
The Defendants' opposition to the motion for partial summary judgment is not supported 
by admissible evidence. Not only is the infonnation submitted largely irrelevant, it is not 
admissible and must be disregarded by the Court. 
DATED this \~ day of August, 2009. 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
DAVID M. PENNY 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the t~ day of August, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
within and foregoing instrument was served upon: 
Michelle Renae Points 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP 
P. O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701·1617 
Served by: Faeimile (954-5252) 
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Case No. CV 2008-09740*C 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
On August 20, 2009, this matter came on for hearing upon Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment. Appearing on behalf of the plaintiffs was David M. Penny, attorney at law. 
Appearing on behalf of the defendants was Michelle R. Points, attorney at law. The motion 
seeks dismissal of the Counterclaims filed in this case and judgment on Count I of the 
Complaint. Also before the Court is Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits Filed 
by the Defendants. 
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Factual Background as Drawn from the Motion, Pleadings & Affidavits 
Plaintiffs Asbury Park, LLC, and John Esposito (hereinafter, collectively referred to as 
"Esposito") are the developers of Greenbriar Estates Subdivision (hereinafter Subdivision). In 
2005, Esposito began development of the Subdivision, including construction of a storage 
facility with ninety-four (94) storage units for use by the residents of the Subdivision. The 
Greenbriar Estates Homeowners' Association, Inc. (hereinafter "HOA") represents the interests 
of the property owners in the Subdivision. Debbie Hobbs runs the business Action Association 
Management and is engaged in the management of the HOA. 
On September 23, 2005 the plat for the Subdivision, approved by the Nampa City 
Council, was recorded. Pursuant to Note 8 of the plat, Lot 39, Block 1, was designated as one of 
several "common area lots" which shall be maintained by the HOA "as established in the 
subdivision covenants." The storage facility was constructed on Lot 39, Block 1, of Greenbriar 
Estates Subdivision. 
On October 4, 2005 Esposito recorded the CC&Rs which identified the storage facility as 
private property belonging to Esposito. Pursuant to the CC&Rs, the budget for the HOA 
consisted of $75/monthiSingle Family Lot, $35 of which was allocated to the rental rate for the 
storage units. HOA was responsible for making the rental payments to Esposito and Esposito 
was responsible for the operation and maintenance of the storage facility. 
The Articles ofIncorporation for Greenbriar HOA (Articles) were recorded on October 5, 
2005. The Articles provide that the HOA will provide maintenance to all common areas, with the 
exception of Lot 49, Block 1. 
Initially, the HOA paid Esposito rental fees for all the units, as they believed his 
ownership of the storage units was legitimate, based on the language contained in the CC&Rs. 
(Defendants/Counterclaimants' Response to Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment, page 5 paragraph 2, See also, Hobbs Aff. ~8.). Specifically, the BOA paid 
Esposito rental fees for twenty-five (25) of the lots through January 1,2008. As the remaining 
lots were constructed, HOA began to make payments on those as well. 
All common areas of the Subdivision were turned over to the HOA on July 5, 2007 with 
the exception of the storage facility which was specifically reserved to Esposito. HOA did not 
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contest the exclusion of the facility at this time as "no member of the Board of the HOA 
questioned Esposito's representation that he should retain ownership over that lot." 
(Defendants/Counterclaimants' Response to Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment, page 4 paragraph 2, See also, Hobbs Aff. ~5). 
On July 31, 2007, Esposito recorded an Affidavit Authorizing Correction to Plat, of 
Greenbriar Estates Subdivision. This is the affidavit of Gary Carter, the professional land 
surveyor who was involved in the preparation of the plat. The affidavit admits that the storage 
facility should not have been designated as a common area in Note 8 of the original plat. (See 
affidavit of Gregory Carter). At least several Warranty Deeds drafted after July 31, 2007 contain 
a reference to the amended plat which is recorded as Instrument No. 2007051839. (See affidavit 
of Chandra Thornquest). 
In October 2007, it was discovered that Esposito did not have a Certificate of Occupancy 
for all of the storage units. Following this discovery, the HOA claims that it learned that the plat, 
as originally filed, showed that the common area, including Lot 39, Block 1, was to be "owned 
and maintained by the Homeowner's Association as established in the subdivision covenants." 
(See Note 8 of the original plat). Nevertheless, according to the language contained in the 
Warranty Deeds, Buyers took title to their parcels according to the official plat and subject to the 
CC&Rs. Thus, the existence of the original plat, including Note 8, had always been disclosed 
yet it was not until October, 2007 that the HOA raised the conflict. Prior to that time, HOA 
admittedly operated under the belief that Esposito's ownership of the facility was legitimate. The 
HOA stopped paying the full obligation to Esposito beginning in October and in February, 2008, 
the HOA stopped making any payments to Esposito. 
Although the original plat has been corrected, the CC&Rs have never been amended. 
Thus, Exhibit B containing the legal description of the common areas and the plat attached to the 
CC&Rs as Exhibit C has not been modified. 
Standard for Summary Judgment 
Summary judgment is proper when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." LR.C.P. 56(c); see also West 
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Wood Investments, Inc. v. Acord 141 Idaho 75, 82, 106 P.3d 401, 409 (2005). In a motion for 
summary judgment, this Court should liberally construe all facts in favor of the nonmoving party 
and draw all reasonable inferences from the facts in favor of the nonmoving party. West Wood 
Investments, Inc. v. Accord, 141 Idaho at 82, P.3d at 409. Summary judgment must be denied if 
reasonable persons could reach differing conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the 
evidence presented. Id. (citing Iron Eagle Dev., L.L.c. v. Quality Design Sys., Inc., 138 Idaho 
487,491,65 P.3d 509, 513 (2003) (citations omitted); see also Willie v. Bd. of Trustees, 138 
Idaho 131, 133, 59 P.3d 302, 304 (2002)). 
On a motion for summary judgment, the burden is always upon the moving party to prove 
the absence of a genuine issue of material fact. If, however, the basis for a properly supported 
motion is that no genuine issue of material fact exists with regard to an element of the non-
moving party's case, it is incumbent upon the non-moving party to establish an issue of fact 
regarding that element. Yoakum v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 171,923 P.2d 416 (1996). 
A trial court, in ruling on a motion for summary judgment, is not to weigh evidence or 
resolve controverted factual issues. American Land Title Co. v. Isaak, 105 Idaho 600, 671 P.2d 
1063 (1983). 
The court must liberally construe facts in the existing record in favor of the party 
opposing the motion, and to draw all reasonable inferences from the record in favor of the 
nonmoving party. If the record contains conflicting inferences or reasonable minds might reach 
different conclusions, a summary judgment must be denied. Loomis v. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho 
434,807 P.2d 1272 (1991). 
Summary judgments should be granted with caution. If the record contains conflicting 
inferences or reasonable minds might reach different conclusions, a summary judgment must be 
denied. Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539, 808 P.2d 876 (1991). 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Plaintiff filed a motion for partial summary judgment on June 19, 2009 to obtain 
judgment dismissing the Counterclaims filed by Greenbriar Estates Homeowners' Association 
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(hereinafter ROA) and judgment in favor of Plaintiff Asbury Park, LLC (hereinafter Esposito) on 
Count I of the Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
Esposito's Complaint alleges and the defendants do not refute that the CC&R's constitute 
a contract between the developer and the homeowners and ROA. Count 1 alleges that pursuant 
to Article IV, Section 4 of the CC&Rs, the Community Storage Facility was to be privately 
owned and operated. Paragraph 18 of Count 1 alleges that the ROA has breached the contract 
between the ROA and Esposito by failure to pay rent due to Esposito. The initial budget for the 
regular assessments to the homeowners called for monthly assessments of $75.00, $35.00 of 
which would be allocated as rent for the storage units. 
In response, ROA asserts that it owns Lot 39, Block 1, and therefore the storage facility 
based upon several alternative and viable legal theories. 
The ROA first claims ownership on the basis that Esposito made fraudulent 
misrepresentations to the planning and zoning department of the City of Nampa. Specifically, 
by declaring in the plat presented to the city council and to potential buyers that Lot 39, Block 1, 
designated as RV parking and storage shall be owned and maintained by the homeowners' 
association when he was representing to the buyers that he will privately own Lot 39, Block 1, 
upon which he will build and maintain a storage facility for which he will collect rent from the 
ROA. 
Secondly, ROA argues that it is entitled to ownership because Esposito had an obligation 
to deed over all common areas, including Lot 39, Block 1, to the ROA upon turning over the 
Subdivision pursuant to the Restatement Third of Property - Servitudes § 6.19. 
Finally, ROA argues when Esposito filed the original plat that declared Lot 39, Block 1, 
to be a storage facility that "shall be owned and maintained by the homeowners association", that 
this filing constituted a common law dedication of the facility to the ROA. 
Esposito moves the court to find as a matter of law that ROA cannot establish ownership 
of the facility upon any of the above stated theories. 
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Although there is a dispute as to whether any or all of the legal theories advanced by the 
defendants create an ownership interest for the HOA in the storage facility, the facts as recited 
above are not in dispute. Therefore, the Court will analyze the viability of the legal theories of 
ownership. 
A. Quiet Title based on Fraudulent Misrepresentation 
The burden is on the HOA to show that the elements of fraud have been met. Fraud 
claims must be pled with particularity. Dengler v. Hazel Blessinger Family Trust, 141 Idaho 123, 
127, 106 P.3d 449,453 (Idaho 2005) (citing LR.C.P. 9(b); see also Estes v. Barry, 132 Idaho 82, 
86, 967 P.2d 284, 288 (1998); G & M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514, 518, 808 
P.2d 851,855 (1991); Witt v. Jones, 111 Idaho 165, 168, 722 P.2d 474,477 (1986». Theprima 
facie case offraud requires: 
(1) a representation; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) 
the speaker's knowledge of its falsity or ignorance of its truth; (5) 
his intent that it should be acted on by the person and in the 
manner reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearer's ignorance of its 
falsity; (7) his reliance on the truth; (8) his right to rely thereon; (9) 
his consequent and proximate injury. 
Id, (citing Samuel v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 89, 996 P.2d 303, 
308 (2000». 
In this case, HOA alleges that Esposito's representations to the Nampa City Planning and 
Zoning (hereinafter Planning and Zoning) constituted an act of fraud. Specifically, that 
"Esposito repeatedly misrepresented to officials at the City of Nampa that Lot 39, Block 1 was in 
fact a common area that 'shall' be owned and maintained by the HOA, when, according to Mr. 
Esposito's recitation of the facts, he intended from the beginning to draw substantial income 
from the lot owners in the form of rental fees and 'at no time' intended to deed Lot 39, Block 1, 
to the HOA as a common area." (Defendants/Counterclaimants' Response to 
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, page 7, ~4). 
Upon the record before the Court, the only false representation to Planning and Zoning is 
made in Note 8 of the original plat. Note 8 states: "LOTS 2,8,20,32,39,50,51, AND 53, BLOCK 1 
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ARE DESIGNATED AS COMMON AREA LOTS AND SHALL BE OWNED AND MAINTAINED BY THE 
HOMEOWNER'S ASSOCIATION AS ESTABLISHED IN THE SUBDIVISION COVENANTS." 
HOA contends that the Nampa City Planning and Zoning Commission would not have 
approved the plat had it known that Lot 39, Block 1, was to remain private. In support, HOA 
submits the affidavit of Aaron Randell, a member of the Planning and Zoning Commission. 
Therein, he states that he would not have approved of the plat had he been aware of Esposito's 
intent to retain ownership of Lot 39, Block 1. (See Affidavit of Aaron Randell, page 2). 
Nevertheless, it is merely speculation as to opinion the entire commission. 
HOA has also submitted the affidavit of Paul Pelletier, the President of the HOA, with a 
letter from Normal L. Holm, Planning Director for the City of Nampa, attached as Exhibit A. 
The letter, drafted after the Complaint in this case was filed, purports to establish that the City 
adopted Ordinance No. 3805 in reaction to issues and concerns arising from the development of 
the Greenbriar Estates Subdivision in Nampa. (See affidavit of Paul Pelletier, Exhibit A). The 
letter clearly constitutes hearsay and should be stricken pursuant to the plaintiffs' motion to 
strike. 
Even if it can be established that the City never would have approved the plat had it 
specifically set forth that Lot 39, Block 1, and the storage facility would be privately owned and 
rented to the HOA, there is nothing in the record from which the Court could conclude or infer 
that the City suffered any injury or damage as a result of this misrepresentation. Certainly, the 
HOA cannot claim that it was defrauded. By its own admission, as far as the HOA was 
concerned, Lot 39, Block 1, was always represented to be privately owned by Esposito and that 
the HOA would pay rent for the facility. 
To be fair, the representations made in the original plat contained in Note 8 were also 
made to many of the members of the HOA in their Warranty Deeds. However, the HOA clearly 
was relying upon the language in the CC&R's which established the storage facility as privately 
owned for which the HOA would pay rent. Thus, although the HOA can make the claim that the 
misrepresentation was also made to them, the facts do not establish that the HOA relied upon 
that misrepresentation. 
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B. Restatement Third of Property - Servitudes, § 6.19 
The Restatement Third of Property - Servitudes, § 6.19 states: 
(1) The developer of a common-interest-community project has a 
duty to create an association to manage the common property and 
enforce the servitudes unless exempted by statute. 
(2) After the time reasonably necessary to protect its interests in 
completing and marketing the project, the developer has a duty to 
transfer the common property to the association, or the members, 
and to turn over control of the association to the members other 
than the developer. 
Comment C states: 
c. Transfer of common property. The common property that must 
be transferred includes all real and personal property intended for 
the community, including the governing documents of the 
community, rules and regulations, insurance policies, funds of the 
association, and the records of the association from its inception. 
REST 3d PROP-SERV § 6.19. 
HOA argues that Lot 39, Block 1, was a common area and that, according to the 
restatement, Esposito had a duty to deed Lot 39, Block 1, to the HOA. Whether or not Lot 39, 
Block 1, was a common area is at issue in this case. The obligation, per the restatement, only 
arises if Lot 39, Block 1, is in fact a common area. The restatement cites to Sun Valley Iowa Lake 
Ass'n v. Anderson, 551 N.W.2d 621, 633 (Iowa 1996). In Sun Valley, the parties disputed 
whether or not certain lots were common areas. The common properties were not defined in the 
covenants, with a qualification that they would be designated. Id. at 626. The ambiguity was 
resolved by looking at the general scheme or plan for development, including the covenants, 
representations made to governmental authorities regarding common areas, statements by sales 
personnel made to prospective buyers, sales brochures, and videotapes. Id. at 633. In Sun Valley, 
the developer had signed a transfer agreement to the effect that he would transfer ownership of 
all common areas to the landowners' association. Id. at 626. Based on the Court's determination 
that certain areas were common areas and based on the existence of the transfer agreement, the 
Court awarded ownership of the common areas to the association. Id. at 633. 
The analysis undertaken by the Court in Sun Valley is similar to that taken by Idaho 
courts in determining whether or not certain lots are common areas. See Sun Valley Land and 
Minerals, Inc. v. Hawkes, 138 Idaho 543, 66 P.3d 798 (2003); Ponderosa Homesite Lot Owners 
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v. Garfield Bay Resort, Inc., 143 Idaho 407, 146 P.3d 673 (2006); Saddlehorn Ranch 
Landowner's Inc., v. Dyer, 146 Idaho 747,203 P.3d 682 (2009). Idaho has adopted the doctrine 
of common law dedication, which provides that a lot may be deemed to be a common area by a 
showing that it was the intent of the developer to create a common area. The two approaches are 
similar in that both look to the circumstances surrounding the development and the sale of lots to 
determine the character of the lots in question. Since the doctrine of common law dedication 
occupies this field of law in Idaho, the analysis of whether or not Lot 39, Block 1, is a common 
area necessarily revolves around whether or not Lot 39, Block 1, was designated pursuant to 
Idaho law. 
C. Common Law Dedication 
A "[ d]edication is essentially the setting aside of real property for the use or ownership of 
others. Idaho recognizes common law dedication of land both for public, as well as for private 
use." Sun Valley Land and Minerals, Inc. v. Hawkes, 138 Idaho 543, 548, 66 P.3d 798, 803 
(2003) (citing Monaco v. Bennion, 99 Idaho 529, 532, 585 P.2d 608,611 (1978». 
The determination of a common law dedication is a question of law. See Ponderosa 
Homesite Lot Owners v. Garfield Bay Resort, Inc., 139 Idaho 699, 85 P.3d 675 (2004). To 
establish common law dedication, a two prong test must be met. "(1) an offer by the owner 
clearly and unequivocally indicating an intent to dedicate the land and (2) an acceptance of the 
offer." Saddlehorn Ranch Landowner's Inc., v. Dyer, 146 Idaho at Page 7, 203 P.3d at 681-681 
(2009) (quoting Ponderosa Homesite Lot Owners v. Garfield Bay Resort, Inc., 143 Idaho 407, 
409, 146 P.3d 673, 675 (2006». The party alleging that an act or omission manifested an intent 
to dedicate must show that the offer for dedication was clear and unequivocal, thereby indicating 
the owner's intent to dedicate the land. Id. "[W]hen an owner of land plats the land, files the plat 
for record, and sells the lot by reference to the recorded plat, a dedication of public areas 
indicated by the plat is accomplished." Id. (quoting Monaco v. Bennion, 99 Idaho 529, 533 
(1978». 
"The offer to dedicate may be made in a number of ways, 
including the act of recording or filing a subdivision plat depicting 
the specific areas subject to dedication, so long as there is a clear 
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and unequivocal indication the owner intends to dedicate the land 
as depicted ... In determining whether the owner intended to offer 
the land for dedication, the court must examine the plat, as well as 
'the surrounding circumstances and conditions of the development 
and sale of lots. ", Ponderosa Homesite Lot Owners v. Garfield Bay 
Resort, Inc., 143 Idaho at 409, 146 P.3d at 675 (2006) (quoting Sun 
Valley Land and Minerals Inc. v. Hawkes, 138 Idaho at 548, 66 
PJd at 803». 
The purpose of the doctrine of common law dedication is to protect the interests of purchasers 
who rely solely on the value of the public areas as reflected in the plat. Saddlehorn Ranch 
Landowner's Inc., v. Dyer, 146 Idaho at Page 7, 203 P.3d at 682 (2009). 
Esposito stresses that the ROA cannot meet the first prong of the two part test. That is, 
there was never an offer clearly and unequivocally indicating an intent to dedicate Lot 39, Block 
1, as common area. In Saddlehorn, the Court held that a court must consider the plat, as well as 
the surrounding circumstances in determining the intent of the owner to dedicate a parcel of land. 
See Saddlehorn Ranch Landowner's Inc., v. Dyer, 146 Idaho 747, at Page 7, 203 P.3d at 682 
(2009). The only fact that the ROA points to is the disclosure in Note 8 of the originally recorded 
plat. But that fails to take into consideration the other surrounding circumstances such as: (1) the 
CC&R's clearly set forth in writing that Lot 39, Block 1, and the storage facility thereon is 
privately owned and that the ROA would be paying a set rental fee; (2) that the ROA did pay 
rent; and (3) that the ROA admits that it understood from the CC&R's and representations made 
by Esposito that Lot 39, Block 1, and the storage facility would be privately owned. 
Esposito emphasizes and there is no dispute that Article IV, Section 4 of the CC&Rs 
made clear that the facility was to be privately owned. Article IV, Section 4 of the CC&Rs states: 
"Section 4. Community Storage Facility. The Community 
Storage Facility shall be privately owned and operated. The 
Community Storage Facility owner will not be a member in the 
Association and shall not be required to pay Assessments. The 
Community Storage Facility owner will be entitled to fair market 
value rental rate, as determined in its sole and absolute discretion, 
for the use of the storage units within the Community Storage 
Facility; provided however, that such rental rate may not be 
increased by more than five percent (5%) during any twelve (12) 
month period. The Community Storage Facility owner shall be 
solely responsible for the operation and maintenance of the 
Community Storage Facility. 
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The Community Storage Facility shall only be available for use by 
Owners and Residents. Every Owner shall be entitled to use one 
storage unit within the Community Storage Facility. The rental rate 
for the use of these storage units shall be included in each Owner's 
Regular Assessments. Non-use by an Owner of a storage unit will 
not prelude himlher/them from paying Assessments associated 
with their storage unit. Subject to Availability, Owners may lease 
additional storage units and the rent associated therewith may be 
included in their Assessments or billed separately. Subject to 
Availability, Residents may also lease storage units within the 
Community Storage Facility." 
Esposito further argues and there is no dispute that the initial transfer of all 94 lots to 
Rocky Ridge Homes was done with the clear understanding that Esposito was reserving 
ownership of Lot 39, Block 1 (the facility). (See affidavits of Jared Sherburne and Mike 
Pearson). There was no offer of dedication to the subsequent purchasers because those transfers 
were all made conditional to the recorded CC&Rs which reserved ownership in Esposito. (See 
affidavit of Chandra Thomquest). 
In response, HOA argues that the surrounding circumstances in this case do demonstrate 
an intent to dedicate Lot 39, Block 1. "All actions taken by Esposito were consistent with the 
HOA owning Lot 39, Block 1 as a common area and amenity to the Subdivision." (Defendants/ 
Counterclaimants' Response to Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment, at Page 11, ~~1-2). HOA argues that "Esposito clearly and unequivocally indicated, in 
his representation of the plat to the Commission and to the City Council, that Lot 39, Block 1, 
was to be owned by the HOA. That offer was accepted by the Commission and City Council, as 
evidenced by their respective approval of the plat." (Defendants/Counterclaimants' Response to 
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, at Page 10, ~ 2.) HOA 
further argues that the plat likely would not have been approved had Esposito disclosed that Lot 
39, Block 1, was to be privately owned. HOA also cites to the advertising and marketing of the 
Subdivision, the lack of tax assessments levied on Esposito, and the Articles of Incorporation 
which appear to include Lot 39, Block 1, as a common area as evidence of a clear and 
unequivocal intent to dedicate Lot 39, Block 1. 
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However, none of the HOA's arguments address the underlying purpose of the doctrine 
of common law dedication. That is, to protect the interest of purchasers who rely on the value of 
the public areas when making the decision to purchase. 
"It is presumed that all such places add value to all the lots 
embraced in the general plan and that the purchasers invest their 
money upon the faith of this assurance that such open spaces, 
particularly access ways, are not to be the private property of the 
seller." Monaco v. Bennion, 99 Idaho 529, 533, 585 P.2d 608, 612 
(1978). 
In this case, there is no dispute that the HOA and all of its members purchased their lots 
with the understanding that they would be paying rent for the storage facility on Lot 39, Block 1, 
as set forth in the CC&R's. The Subdivision was platted in 2005 and it was not until 2007 that 
the HOA even discovered the discrepancy in the original plat. The relevant inquiry is not based 
on the perceptions of the City Council in accepting the plat, but rather, on the parties who 
subsequently rely on the plat in deciding whether or not to purchase lots within the subdivision. 
In this case, the surrounding circumstances clearly refute the position that the members of the 
HOA relied on the plat to inform them about the storage facility. The HOA admits that it thought 
that the storage facility was privately owned. Moreover, HOA did not contest the exclusion of 
Lot 39, Block 1, when the common areas were turned over because they admittedly thought that 
it was owned by Esposito. Therefore, it is this Court's opinion that the only reasonable inference 
that can be drawn from these facts is that the purchasers did not rely upon Note 8 of the 
originally recorded plat in making a value determination. 
The burden is on the party asserting that there has been a common law dedication to show 
that the owner clearly and unequivocally intended to dedicate the parcel. Even when the Court is 
required to make all reasonable inferences in favor of the party opposing a motion for summary 
judgment, this Court cannot find that the ROA can meet this burden. 
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The HOA has failed to advance a viable theory of ownership to Lot 39, Block 1. 
Accordingly, summary judgment is appropriate on Count I of the plaintiffs' Complaint and 
dismissal of the Counterclaims of the defendants. Counsel for the plaintiffs is directed to submit 
an Order for the Court's signature consistent with this Memorandum Decision. 
DATED: 
Thomas J. Ryan 
District Judge 
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COMES NOW DefendantiCounterc1aimants Greenbriar Estates Homeowner's 
Association, by and through their counsel of record Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP, 
respectfully submits this Motion for Reconsideration pertaining to this Court's Memorandum 
Decision on Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, filed September 21,2009. 
This motion is brought under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure II(a)(2)(B). 
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The basis ofthis motion is that the Court's Memorandum Decision did not address 
numerous issues of material fact raised by the Greenbriar Homeowner's Association in their 
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and further made several 
erroneous conclusions of law in granting said motion. 
This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration, 
filed concurrently here~ ~ 
DATED THIS 0 ' ~;-ofOctober, 2009. 




I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ay of October, 2009, I caused to be served a true 
copy ofthe foregoing MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION by the method indicated below, 
and addressed to each of the following: 
David M. Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, ID 83712 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
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Defendants/Counterclaimants Greenbriar Estates Homeowners' Association, Inc. ("the 
Greenbriar Homeowners"), by and through its counsel of record Hawley Troxell Ennis & 
Hawley, LLP, respectfully submits this Memorandum in Support of Its Motion for 
Reconsideration of this Court's Memorandum Decision on Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment, entered September 21, 2009 ("Memorandum Decision") in favor of 
Plaintiffs (hereinafter "Esposito"). 
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As the Court is aware, in its Counterclaim, the Greenbriar Homeowners asserted 
alternative claims of ownership in Block 1, Lot 39 in the Greenbriar Estates Subdivision; the 
storage unit lot. 
In its Memorandum Decision, the Court granted Plaintiffs' Partial Summary Judgment 
finding that the Greenbriar Homeowners had no viable claim of ownership to the storage unit lot, 
and dismissed the Greenbriar Homeowner's Counterclaim in its entirety. Although it was not 
made clear in the Memorandum Decision, the Court did not identify any issue of fact that 
precluded the Court's granting Esposito's Motion. 
The crux of the Court's decision appears to be that because the Greenbriar Homeowners 
purportedly agreed to abide by the CCR's when they purchased their lots (when they signed that 
contract document drafted by Esposito), and because Esposito never (in the Court's opinion) 
fraudulently misrepresented anything to the Greenbriar Homeowners, the Greenbriar 
Homeowners have no claim for relief. The Court's decision, respectfully, misses the mark, as it 
overlooks the Greenbriar Homeowner's legal arguments and numerous issues of fact raised by 
the Greenbriar Homeowners, which should have precluded the Court from granting Plaintiffs' 
motion. 
Notwithstanding the fact that sufficient issues of fact were asserted by the Greenbriar 
Homeowners to warrant denial of Plaintiff s motion, in an effort to provide the Court with new 
andlor additional information, the Greenbriar Homeowners have submitted, along with this 
memorandum, the affidavits of Martin Thorne (Nampa City Council), Pam White (former 
Nampa Planning and Zoning Commission, current Nampa City Council), Rodney Emery 
(Nampa Planning and Zoning Commission), John Priester (Nampa Professional Engineer and 
Land Surveyor), Sheila Keirn (Nampa Planning and Zoning Commission), Chris Veloz (Chair, 
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Nampa Planning and Zoning Commission), and Norman Holm (Director of Nampa Planning and 
Zoning). In addition to the issues of fact raised in opposition to Esposito's Motion filed 
previously; these affidavits clearly rebut argument and facts asserted by Esposito, and confirm 
that anything but a denial of Esposito's Motion would be in error. 
I. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11(a)(2)(B) provides authority to a court to reconsider and 
vacate interlocutory orders so long as final judgment has not yet been ordered. Telford v. Mart 
Produce, Inc., 130 Idaho 932, 934, 950 P.2d 1271, 1273 (1998). Whether to grant a motion for 
reconsideration is within the sound discretion of the court. See e.g., First Bank & Trust of Idaho 
v. Parker Bros., Inc., 112 Idaho 30, 31, 730 P.2d 950, 951 (1986); Eliopulos v. Idaho State Bank, 
129 Idaho 104, 108,922 P.2d 401,405 (1996). 
When considering a motion for reconsideration pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
11(a)(2)(B), the court should take into account any new facts presented by the moving party that 
bear on the correctness of an order. The moving party carries the burden of bringing to the trial 
court's attention facts that the court should consider that bear on the correctness of the court's 
earlier order. Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat 'I Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 800 P.2d 1026 
(1990); Devil Creek Ranch, Inc., v. Cedar Mesa Reservoir & Canal Co., 126 Idaho 202, 205, 879 
P.2d 1135, 1138 (1994). 
II. 
THE HOA'S FRAUDULENT MISREPRESENTATION CLAIM IS BASED ON THE 
REPRESENTATIONS MADE IN THE CCR'S - NOT TO THE CITY OF NAMPA 
In Count One of the Counterclaim, the Greenbriar Homeowners seek quiet title to Lot 39, 
Block 1, based on Esposito's fraudulent misrepresentation regarding ownership of that lot in the 




CC&Rs. Put another way, the Greenbriar Homeowner's fraudulent misrepresentation claim is 
based on those representations made by Esposito in the CCR's, and not to the City of Nampa. 1 
It is true that the Greenbriar Homeowners allege that because Esposito takes the position 
that he "always" was forthright about representing the storage units as privately owned by him, 
then he cannot deny that he misrepresented his position to the City of Nampa. The affidavits 
submitted herewith by respective City of Nampa officials establishes that they at all times 
operated under the belief that Esposito would convey Lot 39, Block 1 to the Greenbriar 
Homeowners, and that that lot would be owned by the Greenbriar Homeowners, not Esposito. 
See Affidavit of Aaron Randell (previously filed) ~ 4, Affidavit of Norman Holm ("Holm Aff."), 
~~ 7, 9; Affidavit of Rodney Emery ("Emery Aff. "), ~~ 6, 8; Affidavit of Chris Veloz ("Veloz 
Aff."), ~~ 3, 9, 10; Affidavit of Pam White ("White Aff."), ~~ 3, 4; Affidavit of Sheila Keirn 
("Keirn Aff."), ~~ 3, 4.2 
The Greenbriar Homeowner's claim in this regard is not dependent on the Court finding 
that Esposito did or did not commit any act of fraud in his course of dealings with the City of 
Nampa. 
1 See Memorandum Decision, p. 6, the Court focuses on misrepresentation made by Esposito 
to the Planning and Zoning Commission. 
2 Esposito even submitted marketing materials to the Commission which represented the 
amenity as "Community Storage Units". Keirn Aff., Exh. A, 7th page. Notwithstanding this 
new submission by Greenbriar, the same marketing materials were attached to the Affidavit 
of Sula Wasbrough, but were not acknowledged by the Court. It was an abuse of discretion 
for the Court not to take them into account. The marketing material attached to Ms. 
Was brough' s affidavit were sufficient to create an issue of fact and to deny Esposito's 
motion. 
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It is the Greenbriar Homeowner's position that Esposito fraudulently misrepresented in 
the CCR's that he, not the Greenbriar Homeowners, was the owner of Lot 39, Block 1; and the 
Greenbriar Homeowners relied upon that misrepresentation until it later learned of the plat and 
Esposito's actions before the City of Nampa. Simply because there was a delay in the 
Greenbriar Homeowners discovering this fraud does not mean the fraud does not exist or that 
they cannot seek relief as a result ofthat fraud, because they certainly can. 
Members ofthe Nampa Planning and Zoning Commission (the "Commission") 
unequivocally state in their respective affidavits that Esposito always represented that he would 
(tJconvey Lot 39, Block 1 to the Greenbriar Homeowners and they would not have approved the 
'-'''; 
plat had Esposito represented otherwise. See Aaron Randell ("Randell Aff.") (previously filed) ~ 
7, Holm Aff., ~~ 11, 12; Emery Aff., ~ 10; Veloz Aff.), ~ 11; White Aff., ~ 5; Keirn Aff."), ~ 9. 
The Court's finding that "it is mere speculation" that the Planning and Zoning 
Commission would not have approved the plat is erroneous and is contrary to the facts 
established by the record. Aaron Randell's affidavit certainly creates an issue of fact as to (1) 
whether Esposito intended to convey Lot 39, Block 1 to the Greenbriar Homeowners and/or 
whether Esposito communicated to City of Nampa officials that he would to do so; and (2) 
whether the Commission would not have approved the final plat if Esposito would have 
represented that he would maintain ownership over Lot 39, Block 1 and collect rents from 
homeowners. Mr. Randell's affidavit alone was sufficient to create an issue of act and to justify 
denial of Esposito's motion. 
Whether or not the Planning and Zoning Commission would or would not have approved 
the plat raises an issue of fact regarding Mr. Esposito's representations regarding the future 
ownership of Lot 39, Block 1. That is, Esposito first represented in his first submission of a final 
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plat to the Commission that Lot 10, Block 4 (the storage unit lot) was going to owned by the 
Greenbriar Homeowners, and then in a later version renumbered the blocks and lots and once 
again represented that Block 1, Lot 39 (the same storage unit lot) was to be owned and 
maintained by the Greenbriar Homeowners because the plat would not have been approved had 
he represented that he intended otherwise. Id. Esposito's claim that the listing of the lot was a 
mistake, as set forth below, is simply not credible. 
Contrary to the Court's findings at issue is not whether the City of Nampa would have 
suffered an injury due to Esposito's stated intentions. Memorandum Opinion, p. 7. The issue is 
that the CCR's contain a fraudulent misrepresentation on which the home owners relied - they 
believed they had to pay Esposito rent - and they suffered injury and damage as a result; they 
paid rents to Esposito which they were never obliged to pay) Greenbriar members have 
suffered real ascertainable damage as a result of the fraudulent misrepresentations made by 
Esposito contained in the CCR's. 
III. 
THE COURT'S FINDING THAT THE "CORRECTION" TO THE PLAT WAS 
AMENDMENT IS ERRONEOUS 
The Court found in the original plat had been "corrected" by Esposito's surveyor filing an 
affidavit purportedly correcting the final plat. Memorandum Decision, p. 3. 
As was raised by Greenbriar several times previously, Esposito has pointed to no legal 
authority to support the proposition that the purported correction to the plat, filed by Mr. 
3 Moreover, as set forth in the Affidavit of Kathy Kinney, the Greenbriar Homeowner's paid 
taxes (as owners) on the storage units/Lot 39, Block 1 for at least a two year period. 
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Esposito's surveyor (at a time after Esposito had turned the subdivision over to the Greenbriar 
Homeowners), is a valid amendment to the final plat for the subdivision or that it legally 
modifies the final plat approved and signed previously by Nampa City officials. The correction 
is of no force and effect with regard to the ownership of Lot 39, Block 1. 
The Court's holding that the "original plat had been corrected" is erroneous as a matter of 
law and an abuse of discretion. See Memorandum Decision, p. 3. Idaho Code § 50-1301 et seq., 
provides no mechanism for a unilateral "correction" to a plat which materially changes the 
information set forth thereon. 
Mr. Greg Carter (Esposito's surveryor) states that when the "plat was prepared, a mistake 
was made when Lot 39 was included in Note 8 to Greenbriar Estates Subdivision plat. Lot 39 
was never intended to be a common area lot. It was so designated by error." This correction 
document recorded by Mr. Carter does not amend the plat and is further not credible. 
John Priester, who is currently employed with the City of Nampa and who has been a 
licensed Professional Engineer and Land Survey for 30 years, states in his affidavit submitted 
herewith that he is aware of no statute, ordinance or other law that provides that ownership of 
property can be vested or divested through such a correction document. Affidavit of John 
Priester ("Priester Aff., ~ 4. Mr. Priester goes on to state that corrections to plats don't and 
cannot change anything substantively within the plat, "but rather, explain items in the plat so 
they are understandable to the public; corrections that make the plat make sense." Id., ~ 5. 
Finally, Mr. Priester affirms what the Greenbriar Homeowners have been arguing all 
along, that if a party wishes to substantively modify a plat, they must do so through the public 
plat approval process, as a substantive change to a plat cannot be made through a correction to a 
plat. Id., ~6. 
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Moreover, the statements contained in Mr. Carter's affidavit are directly contradicted by 
the record before the City of Nampa. As set forth above, Mr. Carter states that when the "plat 
was prepared, a mistake was made when Lot 39 was included in Note 8 to Greenbriar Estates 
Subdivision plat. Lot 39 was never intended to be a common area lot. It was so designated by 
error. " 
The first version of the final plat contained a plat note, Note 8, which listed the RV 
Parking and Storage area lot as Block 4, Lot 10 - to be owned and maintained by the Greenbriar 
Homeowners. That plat was drafted by Mr. Carter's company, Idaho Survey Group. Keirn Aff., 
Exh. A, 5th page. 
The final plat that was recorded has the Note 8 listing the common area lots that are to be 
owned and maintained by the Greenbriar Homeowners, but the lots and blocks had been 
renumbered, so the recorded document listed the RV Parking and Storage area lot Lot 39, Block 
1, not Block 4, Lot 10 as previously submitted by Esposito. Esposito specified in his application 
for plat approval to the City of Nampa that he intended to convey Lot 39, Block 1 to the 
Greenbriar Homeowners and made the same representation in his filings with the Secretary of 
State in the Articles of Incorporation for the Greenbriar Homeowners. 
Contrary to Mr. Carter's affidavit, the designation of the RV Parking and Storage area lot 
was not included by mistake; the lot was listed on the first version of the final plat and revised, 
and the lots reordered, and that remained listed in Note 8 as to be owned and maintained by the 
Greenbriar Homeowners. 
Moreover, during meetings of the Nampa Planning and Zoning Commission and in 
numerous communications to Esposito, it was expressly required that all common areas be 
explicitly designated. See Holm Aff., ~ ~ 3 and 5; Keirn Aff., ~ ~ 4 and 5. 
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Certainly Esposito cannot expect this Court to accept the proposition that despite the fact 
that the storage area lot was designated on three versions of the plat with references to various lot 
and block numbers which changed over time, submitted to the City of Nampa, that the 
designation of the Lot 39, Block 1 as a common area on the final plat was a mistake. Nor can 
Esposito expect the Court to accept the proposition that despite the fact that the RV Parking and 
Storage area lot is one of the largest lots on the final plat that both he and his surveyor "missed 
it". If Esposito was banking on the approximate $3,500 per month payment that would be 
realized from Lot 39, Block 1, one would certainly expect that a cursory review would have 
prompted him to reveal his substantial "error" to the City of Nampa. Esposito didn't reveal this 
alleged "error" because he had to believe it would be questioned by the City of Nampa. Esposito 
and Carter's explanation that its listing was an oversight is simply not believable and at the very 
least creates an issue of fact. 
IV. 
THE WARRANTY DEEDS DO NOT CIRCUMVENT THE COMMON LAW 
DEDICATION; ESPOSITO DID DEDICATE LOT 39 
The Court next recognizes that "the representations made in the original plat contained in 
Note 8 were also made to many of the member is the HOA in their Warranty Deeds." 
Memorandum Decision, p. 7. However the Court goes on to hold that "[h]owever, the HOA 
clearly was relying upon the language in the CC&R's which established the storage facility as 
privately owned for which the HOA would pay rent." Id. These are mutually exclusive inquiries 
and the Court is in error in finding that the CC&R's can affect a common law dedication. 
The Court is in error when it finds that the facts "do not establish that the HOA relied 
upon the misrepresentation." Id. That is exactly what the HOA did - they relied upon the 
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misrepresentation in the CCR's that Esposito owned Lot 39 -- when he didn't -- because he had 
already dedicated Lot 39 when the HOA purchased their lots from builders: 
Esposito takes the position, and the Court adopts the position, that because the CC&Rs 
were recorded before any lots were conveyed, and the purchasers of the lots were bound by the 
CC&Rs, that Greenbriar has no claim against Esposito; that the CC&Rs trump everything. 
Memorandum Decision, p. 7. Esposito is incorrect, and respectfully, the Court's holding is in 
error. 
The final plat was recorded before the CC&Rs. The Articles of Incorporation were filed 
one day after the CC&Rs, and contradict the CC&Rs with regard to the designation of common 
areas and payment of Greenbriar monies cannot benefit a private person or member of the HOA. 
The CC&Rs are not a document of conveyance or instrument validating ownership. In 
any event, Greenbriar maintains that the CC&Rs contain a mistake andlor fraudulent 
misrepresentation that Esposito privately owns Lot 39, Block 1 and are invalid in that regard. 
Esposito cannot be heard to argue that he had no obligation to convey ownership of 
Lot 39, Block 1 when he turned the Subdivision over to the HOA, or that he made no dedication 
of that lot, because he drafted the CC&Rs in a way so that he didn't have to. 
Again, Esposito's drafting the CCR's to pad his own pocketbook does not and cannot 
affect his dedication of the subject lot. A self-serving contract cannot contradict or circumvent a 
publicly approved, recorded document and there is not legal authority to support a holding 
otherwise. 
That the CC&Rs were recorded before the conveyance of any lot does not effectuate or 
constitute a valid conveyance or transfer of ownership rights in real property. A developer 
cannot, as a matter of law, utilize CC&Rs to contradict the conditions imposed by the governing 
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body as a requirement to approving the final plat and authorizing its recording. Idaho law makes 
no allowance for CC&Rs to contradict or modify a recorded plat. See also, Priester Aff., ~ ~ 4, 5 
and 6. 
That the lot owners might be subject to the CC&Rs does not defeat the material fact that 
Esposito knew all along that he was going to (or intended to) maintain ownership of Lot 39, 
Block 1, and operate it as a lucrative private business venture, while at all times apparently 
willfully representing to City Officials that it was a common area, to be owned and maintained 
by Greenbriar. The CC&Rs are invalid and unenforceable to the extent they speak to any 
ownership of Lot 39, Block 1, other than that of Greenbriar or contradict the final recorded plat. 
V. 
THE RESTATEMENT DICT ATES CONVEYANCE OF A COMMON AREA 
In its Memorandum Decision, in sum, the Court held that Esposito would be under no 
obligation to convey a Lot 39, Block 1 under the Restatement unless Lot 39, Block 1 were found 
to be a common area through common law dedication. 
The holding by the Court is based on the notion that analysis in determining whether a 
developer has a duty to convey a common lot is similar to that analysis taken by Idaho courts in 
determining whether there has been a common law dedication. See Sun Valley Iowa Lake Ass 'n 
v. Anderson, 551 NW2d 621, 633 (Iowa 1996) 
In sum, the Court finds that if there was a common law dedication, then Esposito had an 
obligation to convey Lot 39. Therefore, the Greenbriar Homeowners will address the issue of 
common law dedication. 




ESPOSITO DEDICATED THE LOT 39, OR ALTERNATIVELY, THERE IS AN ISSUE 
OF FACT AS TO WHETHER HE DEDICATED LOT 39 
The Greenbriar Homeowners assert, as an affirmative theory of relief, that Esposito 
dedicated Lot 39, Blockl to the individual lot owners as common area under the doctrine of 
common law dedication. 
Although Esposito was the owner of Lot 39, Block 1, during the development of the 
Subdivision, and states that he intended to remain the owner of that lot, that does not negate the 
fact that Esposito, through his actions, effectively dedicated Lot 39, Block 1 to the HOA. 
"[W]hen an owner of land plats the land, files the plat for record, and sells the lot by 
reference to the recorded plat, a dedication of public areas indicated by the plat is accomplished." 
Saddle horn Ranch Landowners, Inc., v. Dyer, 146 Idaho 747,752, 203 P.3d 677,682 (2009), 
quoting Monaco v. Bennion, 99 Idaho 529, 533, 585 P.2d 608,612 (1978) (other citations 
omitted). 
As set forth above, Esposito on at least three occasions in his submissions to the City of 
Nampa that the storage unit lot would be conveyed to and owned and maintained by the 
Greenbriar Homeowners. 
Esposito drafted the plat, applied for the plat to be approved, recorded the plat and 
conveyed property to the builders who bought up all the residential lots in the subdivision, with 
reference to the plat. His intention to dedicate the subject lot can be found in the very plats 
submitted to the City of Nampa. 
Of course Esposito claims now that he didn't mean to dedicate lot, and that it was a 
"mistake" that the lot was listed in Note 8. That is the very essence of the Idaho Supreme Court 
cases on the issue of dedication, that is, developers coming forward after the dedication occurs, 
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claiming they didn't "mean to" or "intend to" make the dedication. Esposito's explanation 
regarding this mistake is simply not believeable. 
That homeowners signed the CCR's has no relevance to the inquiry of whether Esposito 
effectively dedicated the lot to the Greenbriar Homeowners, as the CCRs cannot modify the 
information contained on the plat or otherwise limit the legal significance of its contents. One 
has nothing to do with the other. 
Esposito clearly and unequivocally indicated, in his representation of the plat to the 
Commission and to the City Council, that Lot 39, Block 1 he intended to be owned by the 
Greenbriar Homeowners. That offer was accepted by the Commission and City Council, as 
evidenced by their respective approval of the plat. 
As set forth above, the plat would not have been approved had Esposito disclosed that 
Lot 39, Block 1 was to be privately owned and arguably a never ending income stream from the 
homeowners in Greenbriar for Esposito 
To be sure, it is difficult to contemplate that if the surveyor, who claims to have been 
informed from the onset that Esposito intended to maintain private ownership of Lot 39, Block 1, 
would have ever listed Lot 39, Block 1 as a common area that "shall be owned" by the HOA in 
the first instance. It is even more difficult to believe that given the various drafts of the plat that 
were submitted to the Commission, which modified the lot and block references while retaining 
the "shall be owned" language, that this alleged "error" was not noticed or corrected by the 
Surveyor or Esposito, as both the surveyor and Esposito reviewed and signed the final plat 
without identifying this dedication they subsequently alleged was erroneous. 
It is even more difficult to accept Esposito's claim of error given the circumstances 
surrounding the development of the subdivision, including advertising and marketing (in which 
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Esposito was involved), lack of tax assessments to Esposito (of which Esposito apparently did 
not bring to the Assessor's attention), and Esposito's filing of documents like the Articles of 
Incorporation for the HOA which appear to include Lot 39, Block 1 as a common area and state 
that the HOA will not pay any monies to a private entity. All actions taken by Esposito were 
consistent with the HOA owning Lot 39, Block 1 as a common area and amenity to the 
Subdivision and certainly create an issue of fact. 
Designating Lot 39, Block 1 as a common area lot was not an error by Esposito; he 
intended City officials to rely upon the plat, and approve the plat, with the hope that the inclusion 
of the "private ownership" of the storage units contained in the CC&Rs and his collection of 
obligatory rents would go unchallenged. 
DATED THIS ~fOctober, 2009. 
EY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
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I . . 
Michelle R. Points, ISB No. 6224 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
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GREENBRIAR ESTATES HOMEOWNERS' ~ 
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho non-profit ) 
corporation; DEBRA HOBBS aJk/a DEBBIE ) 
HOBBS, an individual d/b/a ACTION ) 




STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Canyon ) 
Case No. CV 08-9740 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAM WHITE 
PAM WHITE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
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1. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and can testify as to 
the truth of the matters contained herein if called upon as a witness at the trial of this action. 
2. I was a member of the Planning and Zoning Commission (''the 
Commission") for the City of Nampa from 2004 through June of2007, and am currently serving 
on the Nampa City Council. I was on the Commission during the time that John Esposito and his 
entity Asbury Park, LLC applied for approval of the Greenbriar Estates Subdivision. 
3. The preliminary plat application came before the Commission during 
meetings at which I was present. I remember that the applicant's presentations included 
references to an RV storage area within the subdivision that would be an amenity for 
homeowners in the subdivision. 
4. Neither Mr. Esposito nor any agent of Mr. Esposito ever represented that 
the RV storage was going to be privately owned or that rents were going to be collected from 
homeowners for storage units that were to be built on that lot. The RV Parking and Storage lot 
was presented at all times as an amenity to those who owned lots in the subdivision. 
S. I would not have voted to recommend approval of the Greenbriar 
application had I known that there was going to be private storage units operated as a private 
business venture instead of a subdivision amenity. 
Further, your affiant sayeth naught. 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 30 ~ay of September, 2009. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAM WHITE - 3 
Name: -J2b 'OJ.- 'is ~ US 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at I\l0:m-pR '. rda..Jto 
My commission expires S -/ - d-DI;)-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thi~~009, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF PAM WHITE by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
David M. Penny 
COSHO ffiJMPHREY, LLP 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 
Boise, ID 83712 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
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~. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
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Michelle R. Points, ISB No. 6224 
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AFFIDAVIT OF RODNEY EMERY 
RODNEY EMERY, being first duly swom upon oath) deposes and statet:: a~ follows: 
J. T have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and can testify as to 
the truth of the matters contained herein if called upon as a witness at the trial of this action. 
2. I have been a member of the Plann:ing and Zoning Commission ('"the 
Commission';) for the City of Nampa for a number of years. I was on the Commission during 
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0003:10 
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the time that John Esposito and his entity Asbury Park, LLC was obtaining plat approval for the 
Greenbriar Estates Subdivision. 
3. As part of the process of presenting a rreliminary Pla.'4 the developer is 
requested to designate those areas in the Plat that are going to be common areas and/or areas 
which will be conveyed and owned and maintained by the homeownerls association. 
4. I first reviewed the Preliminary Plat for Greenbriar Estates Subdivision in 
July of 2004 and it was on the agenda at the Commission meeting held on August 24, 2004, at 
which I was present. The Commission voted to approve the Preliminary Plat, subj ect to 
numerous conditions, including that Plat note number 15 needed to be revised to list all of the 
common lots in th~ :-Jl!bili vi:sioll and that the information listed in the Pint note must ma.toh the 
lotlhlock numbering as$ign.ed to those lClt~ in the Plat itself. 
5. Mr. Esposito submitted another version of the Preliminary Plat or the first 
version of a Final Plat, for the Commission·s review, which appeared to contain several 
corrections. This Plat was on the agenda for the Commission's February 8,2005 meeting, at 
which I not was present. I did review the minutes for that meeting and noted that the Plat 
submitted confinned that Block 4, Lot 1 (RV Parking and Storage) as a common area lot to be 
owned. and maintained by the Homeowner~:s Association. During the FobrUnry 8, 2005 meeting, 
it was 'Voted to reconunend to City Council Final Plat appr()val for Greenbriar subject to certain 
r.ond;nons. 
6. To the best of my recollection, on each occasion that the Plat tbr the 
subdivision was presented, the lot designated for RV Parking and Storage Lot was intended to be 
owned by the Homeowner's Association for Greenbriar Estates Subdivision. 
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7. On February 23,2005, I attended the Comnlis$;ion meeting during which 
Mr. Esposito was seeking annexation and zoning ot' a 1.7 acre 
~ubili vision) to be used by homeowners in the Greenbriar Esta.tes S vision for RV pa.rking. 
When the i~RUe ofmaintenance of the RV Parking area was d.iSlcus:sea. it was represented by 
Ms. Julianne Shaw, then Associate Planner for the City of Nampa, it was considered to be 
part of the homeowner's association responsibilities~ to which Mr. . did not object or 
clarify. 
8. The Commission did recommend the Greenbnar final plat for approval 
based on the representations that were made in the plat, through the approval process, including 
the representation th~L Mr. Etiposito intended to convoy the RV Parking and Storage Lot to the 
homeowner's association. 
9. Neither Mr. Esposito nor any agent of Mr. Esposito ever represented that 
the subject RV Parking and Storage Lot was going to be privately owned or that rents were going 
to be collected from homeowners for the storage units that were to be built on that lot. 
10. I would not have voted to recommend the final Greenbriar plat for 
approval had I known that there was going to be the operation of private storage units as a 
private business venture. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ssw 
County of Ada ) 
SUBSCRlBllD AND SWORN before me this ~day of Ootober, 2009. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Re~idinga~ .(!onw C:t~~ ~~ 
My comnusslon ex es - - 2D 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTlFY that on this ~October, 2009, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF RODNEY EMERY by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
David M. Penny 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP 
800 Pad:: Blvd .• Suite 790 
Boise, ID 83712 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
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